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In the 2013 case of *Fisher v. University of Texas* the current Supreme Court surprised many when it chose not to eliminate or radically narrow its 2003 ruling that allowed race to be a factor in higher education admissions. But there was hardly any relief among racial justice activists. Just a few weeks before the ruling in *Fisher*, the Court agreed to hear *Schuette v. Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action*, whose opinion we now await. In “Diversity, Democracy and White Racial Identity: Schuette v. Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action,” renowned scholar Osamudia R. James analyzes *Schuette* while providing a much-needed critique of “diversity” as a justification for affirmative action.*

Tyler Somes’s “The Legal Services NYC Strike: Neoliberalism, Austerity and Resistance” is a history of the movement toward public legal assistance for the indigent, an argument that workers providing these services should be energized and politicized, and an inspiring story of workers who thoughtfully and courageously (and successfully) protected their interests by going on strike.

Eric Allen Engle’s “The International Criminal Court and *Lubanga*: The Feminist Critique and *Jus Cogens*” explores the reactions and consequences of the ICC’s punishment of Thomas Lubanga, the first person to be convicted by that court, for “conscripting and enlisting” child soldiers into his militia during a protracted spasm of inter-ethnic slaughter that ravaged northeastern parts of the Democratic Republic of the Congo about 10-15 years ago. Special attention is given to feminist concerns about the case.

Margaret Shikibu’s “Work like a Dog: Expanding Animal Cruelty Statutes to Gain Human Rights for Migrant Farmworkers in the U.S.” reads at first like Swiftian satire. But as one proceeds through the legal analysis to the startling realization that the rights of non-human animals can compare favorably against those of the workers who toil to bring the food we buy to market, any impulse toward amusement is displaced by an urge to resist.

—Nathan Goetting, editor-in-chief

*On April 22, 2014, the day this issue was submitted for publication, the Supreme Court decided to uphold Michigan’s ban on affirmative action. The vote was 6–2. —NG*
The issues to be resolved in Schuette also present an opportunity to examine perceptions of race and racial inequality in our democracy, and to consider how the diversity rationale shapes those perceptions. Following the Supreme Court’s decision in Grutter to affirm the diversity rationale, anti-affirmative action activists mobilized in opposition. In Michigan, activists successfully placed Proposal 2 onto Michigan’s 2006 statewide ballot, an initiative to amend the Michigan Constitution to “prohibit all sex- and race-based preferences in public education, public employment, and public contracting.” After a balloting process in which activists resorted to deceptive tactics, it ultimately received enough votes to pass by a margin of 58 percent to 42 percent. Now enshrined in the state’s constitution as Article 1, Section 26, Proposal 2 ensures that race, sex, color, ethnicity, or national origin cannot be considered in admissions decisions within the State of Michigan, despite the fact that consideration of the same is specifically permitted by Grutter.

Osamudia James is a professor at the University of Miami School of Law. She writes and teaches in the areas of education law, race and the law, administrative law, and torts. Her recent work includes “White Like Me: The Diversity Rationale’s Negative Impact on White Identity Formation,” in the New York University Law Review, and “Opt-Out Education: School Choice as Racial Subordination,” published in the Iowa Law Review.
Proposal 2 was eventually challenged by the Coalition to Defend Affirmative Action, Integration and Immigrant Rights and Fight for Equality by Any Means Necessary (BAMN), in conjunction with a group of concerned faculty members and prospective and current students at the University of Michigan (the Cantrell Plaintiffs). Writing for the Sixth Circuit, Judge Cole struck down Proposal 2, explaining that it unconstitutionally “targets a program that inures primarily to the benefit of the minority” and reorders the political process in Michigan in a way that places special burdens on racial minorities.”6 Advocates for other types of admissions criterion, he continued, including athletic ability, geographic diversity, or family alumni status, have several options for having the state adopt an admissions policy that considers that factor, including “lobbying the admissions committee, petitioning university leadership, influencing the school’s governing board, or initiating a statewide campaign to alter the state constitution.”7 “In contrast,” he further explained, “minority students seeking to adopt a constitutionally permissible race-conscious admission policy can only do one thing: amend the Michigan constitution, a process that is described as ‘lengthy, expensive, and arduous…””8 Judge Cole ultimately concluded that because Proposal 2 forces minorities to “surmount procedural hurdles in reaching their objectives over which other groups do not have to leap,” it thus presents an equal protection violation.9

Now on certiorari to the Supreme Court, the final decision in Schuette may significantly impact the fate of race-conscious admissions policies in higher education. Current arguments in support of Proposal 2, however, also reflect problematic understandings of the nature of race and racism in the United States—understandings that are formed, in part, by current deployments of the diversity rationale itself.

The diversity rationale has a negative impact on white understanding of race and racial inequality. Although deployed in support of a more racially inclusive higher education sector, the rationale does not actually contribute to progressive thinking about race and identity. Rather, it perpetuates an old story about using black and brown bodies for white purposes, as institutions of higher education often do when they admit students of color to capitalize on the social and cultural capital that amasses to “diverse” institutions in the United States. The University of Wisconsin, for example, photoshopped a student of color into an admissions brochure to portray a more racially diverse campus than it actually had. As scholars have thoughtfully noted, using students of color in this way commodifies racial identity, distancing individuals from an integral aspect of their personhood.10 When diversity is pursued for primarily aesthetic reasons, it is also often unaccompanied by initiatives to genuinely improve the racial climate on campuses and surrounding communities. These weak commitments to diversity easily buckle under the pressure of hard times; indeed, diversity initiatives are often the first to be jettisoned in times of financial hardship.11
The diversity rationale also reinforces the transparency of white racial identity, while emphasizing innocent white identity, because it is untethered to notions of social and racial justice, the nature of both individual and structural discrimination, or consideration of the impact of white privilege in both the admissions process and society more generally. Unaware of the privileges that inure to being white, students cannot understand the racialized disadvantages that often attach to being non-white. Whites begin, then, to perceive diversity initiatives and affirmative action programs as a sort of “reverse discrimination,” where Whites are the innocent victims of programs and policies that benefit undeserving non-Whites who didn’t “work as hard” as victimized Whites. One need look no further than Abigail Fisher, the lead plaintiff in *Fisher v. University of Texas*. Asked why she was challenging the University of Texas’s use of race in its admission policies, she explained that the *only* difference between her application and that of her minority peers that were awarded admission was “the color of [their] skin,” and that in challenging the policy, she “hop[ed] that [the Supreme Court would] take race out of the issue in terms of admissions and that everyone will be able to get into any school that they want no matter what race they are but solely based on their merit and if they work hard for it.”

Superficial deployments of the diversity rationale in higher education also leave college students unprepared for democracy. As explained by Danielle Allen, citizenship consists of “long-enduring habits of interaction [that] give form to public space and so to our political life.” In a pluralistic society with no shortage of racial inequalities, full citizenship cannot be realized unless everyone is given an opportunity to form those social and political habits of interaction. A commitment to equal citizenship, then, necessarily requires a commitment to bringing everyone into the franchise, even as it requires recognition that privilege cannot be maintained for particular groups. For Whites, this commitment can only develop when accompanied by an honest assessment of white privilege, an understanding of how that privilege perpetuates racism and differential societal status, and a willingness to release that privilege.

Current deployment of the diversity rationale, however, fails to encourage those developments, resulting instead in white racial-identity performance that is unaware that collective democratic action involves communal decisions that will “inevitably benefit some citizens at the expense of others, even when the whole community generally benefits.” Affirmative action might be considered one such decision, particularly because the “benefit” is actually a correction for racial exclusion. Whites, however, are often unprepared to incur any cost if the ultimate benefit inures to people of color—even if that benefit is actually part of a just redistribution. This zero-sum view of dominance and power underlies the problematic distribution of power, privilege, and political representation by race and makes impossible the sort of inclusive democracy for which we should strive.
Which brings us back, then, to Schuette. The very Michigan constitutional amendment that prompted the case is an example of the problems with the current deployment of the diversity rationale. Divorced from any conception of remediation or social justice, diversity is a palatable goal as long as it remains non-threatening. When, however, Whites are asked to relinquish some measure of privilege to bring others into the franchise, diversity is quickly jettisoned; unanchored from moorings that fully articulate the need for diversity, it becomes all too easy to assert that the pursuit of diversity is not just inconvenient, but also reverse racism. In the context of the Schuette case, Proposal 2, deceptively cloaked in language that purported to promote equality, ultimately passed. Passing a ballot initiative to amend a state constitution sounds like a legitimate democratic exercise, but was actually the use of a democratic process to further exclude minorities and other socially marginalized groups from access to representation, participation and power.

In his Sixth Circuit opinion, Judge Cole admirably highlighted the democratic defect that Proposal 2 and the ensuing amendment to Michigan’s constitution reflect: Proposal 2 effectively makes it more difficult for minorities to petition their government officials to properly account for structural disadvantage based on race or ethnicity. Proposal 2 does not, as Michigan Attorney General Schuette argued in his Supreme Court brief, merely require equal treatment of the laws. Rather, by endorsing a constitutional amendment that requires absolute “race-neutrality,” structural disadvantage by race is ignored as long as it is not reflected in official policy. As a result, state admissions policies that do account for structural advantage by allowing admissions officers to consider race or ethnicity as one factor in decisions become the only “discriminatory” policies that need to be dismantled.

The irony, of course, is that it is precisely a superficial deployment of diversity that has helped advance this inversion of equal protection jurisprudence. Both ahistorical and acontextual, the diversity rationale ignores issues of racial or social justice, and is silent on the privilege typically afforded Whites in the public school system, from elementary school to higher education. Such a view of race and discrimination in the United States has informed the Supreme Court-sanctioned “colorblind” approach to equal protection, which finds a potential equal protection violation whenever the state differentiates between similarly situated groups. In the context of race, this has led to the preservation of facially neutral laws that have a disparate impact on minority groups, such as Proposal 2. These laws are upheld so long as no intentional discriminatory purpose is found. At the same time, race-conscious government policies that are implemented with the specific intent to ameliorate racial inequality are prohibited.

To be clear, the goal of diversity is not the problem, as I support and endorse efforts to diversify institutions of higher education. Indeed, institutions
that function as gatekeepers to valuable social and cultural capital are fundamentally illegitimate if that access is limited to the racially and economically privileged. Rather, it is the ways in which Whites react to those goals, as informed by the superficial deployment of the diversity rationale, that is the problem. Although the diversity narrative is one of inclusion, by magnifying the transparency phenomenon, the rationale encourages simplistic and unrealistic notions of merit, while discouraging recognition of white privilege. It also perpetuates white identities grounded in racial innocence, such that would-be plaintiffs are free to challenge even the diversity rationale, itself, as unfair to Whites.

Unless remedied, the impact of the diversity rationale on white racial identity and understanding of race has long-term negative consequences for racial justice. We are, for example, potentially on the precipice of a Supreme Court decision in Schuette that will provide a model for others opposed to affirmative action to eliminate it through “democratic” processes. To prevent this, institutional narratives about diversity and use of the diversity rationale as justification for race-conscious measures must shift away from narratives about the usefulness and benefits of diversity toward a narrative that also address the illegitimacy of all-white institutions. Diversity is not just about training students for a global marketplace, citizenship, or deepening intellectual exchange—it is also about broadening access to social and cultural capital for all, including poor people and people of color.

At colleges and universities, this means more than a blurb about diversity in the glossy pages of admissions materials. Instead, institutions should initiate broader campaigns committed to informing potential and current members of university communities that their mission necessarily includes broadened access for all. All schools may not necessarily adhere to such a mission, but institutions that advocate a commitment to the diversity rationale in admissions purportedly do and so can be expected to deepen their commitment to diversity in ways that positively impact white racial identity.

Relatedly, institutional commitments to individualized review must be better contextualized for students. Admissions is an inherently individualized, subjective, and idiosyncratic process. That reality, however, should not be used only to justify the consideration of race, but should also be used to help students understand the multitude of factors that are considered in the applications of each student. Individualized review may consider the athletic background of some students, the legacy status of others, and the unique social experiences of minority students—experiences that are informed by race, no matter what the student’s ultimate worldview. Individualized review may also consider the racial or ethnic background that privileges some students prior to college. Other factors like class or disability may (or may not) mitigate or compound marginalization or privilege on account of race and ethnicity, and
admissions officers will often have to make hard decisions about how these factors affect students, and whether the institution would be best served by that student’s admission and enrollment. To this extent, individualized review does not attempt to remedy societal discrimination, but it does take into account the social impact of race on all applicants—white and non-white—and on the institutions themselves, and should be discussed as such. The goal is not necessarily to make every rejected (or admitted) applicant perfectly happy with an institution’s admissions decisions, but to help the Abigail Fishers of the world accept those decisions by enabling them to understand the larger societal context in which those decisions are made.

In the post-admissions context, a more substantive commitment to diversity might look like mandatory classes for incoming students about the racialized nature of opportunity and inequality in the United States. Given the aspects of white identity most negatively impacted by superficial deployments of diversity, such a course would explore white and non-white racial identity, racial privilege, or narratives of meritocracy in the United States. This approach signals not just a commitment to improved racial climate, but a step toward unpacking myths about merit while making white privilege more visible, such that anti-racist white identity can develop. Lest such a mandate seem unnecessary, consider the Minneapolis Community and Technical College, where a Professor of English and African Diaspora studies was formally reprimanded under the College’s anti-discrimination policy for making white students feel uncomfortable in her classroom discussions of structural racism and white privilege.

Ultimately changes like these can help mediate the flawed social and political climate that led to Proposal 2 in the first place. In the meantime, we must rely on the Supreme Court’s forthcoming opinion in Schuette to uphold Judge Cole’s attempts to right the political defect that our current diversity rationale has promoted. Given, however, the hints that several Justices dropped in Fisher, you’ll forgive me if I am not holding my breath.
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1. Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin, 570 U.S. ___ (2013) (“To be narrowly tailored, a race-conscious admissions program . . . must remain flexible enough to ensure that each applicant is evaluated as an individual and not in a way that makes an applicant’s race or ethnicity the defining feature of his or her application.”).

2. See Fisher v. Univ. of Tex. at Austin, 570 U.S. ___ (2013)(Scalia, J., concurring)(“…[T]he Constitution proscribes government discrimination on the basis of race, and state-provided education is no exception. The petitioner… did not ask us to overrule Grutter’s holding that a “compelling interest” in … diversity can justify racial preferences in university admissions. I therefore join the Court’s opinion in full.”); Fisher, 570 U.S. ___ (2013)(Thomas, J., concurring); (“I join the Court’s opinion… I write separately to explain that I would overrule Grutter v. Bollinger, and hold that a State’s use of race in higher education admissions decisions is categorically prohibited by the Equal Protection Clause) Fisher v. Univ. of Texas, 570 U.S. ___ (2013).

3. Anti-affirmative action activists had previously successfully championed a similar proposition in California. California Civil Rights Initiative (209).
4. See, Operation King’s Deram v. Connerly, 501 F. 3d 584, 591 (2007) (“The record and district court’s factual findings indicate that the solicitation and procurement of signatures in support of placing Proposal 2 on the general election ballot was ripe with fraud and deception. Neither Defendant group has submitted anything to rebut this. By all accounts, Proposal 2 stood on the ballot through methods that undermine the integrity and fairness of our democratic processes.”)


6. Id., at 477.
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11. Id., at 2211 (explaining that institutional diversity initiatives are often eliminated or reduced when economic hardship necessitates spending cuts).


15. Id.

16. See Lani Guinier & Gerald Torres, The Miner’s Canary 111(2002), for a description of a zero-sum conception of power in the United States in which one group’s benefit necessarily comes at another’s expense. Guinier and Torres, however, also conceptualize a more transformative understanding of power that allows groups to discover that the hierarchy of power itself—not one another—is their common antagonist. Id. at 130.


18. See Darren Lenard Hutchinson, “Unexplainable on Grounds Other Than Race”: The Inversion of Privilege and Subordination in Equal Protection Jurisprudence, 2003 U. ILL. L. Rev. 615,637-55 (2003)(using the court’s colorblindness jurisprudence, including Univ. of CA v Bakke, in the context of affirmative action to illustrate how this framework treats Whites with racial privilege as politically vulnerable, while treating socially subordinate persons of color as privileged.

19. See, e.g. Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244 (2003) (striking down an admissions policy that awarded a specific number of points to minority applicants because race was purported outcome determinative); Parents Involved in Community Schools v. Seattle School District No. 1, 551 U.S. 701 (2007) (striking down controlled-choice plans that sought to integrate schools and broaden minority access to competitive schools because the racial identity of students was considered in school assignments).

20. Research has found, for example, that courses on multiculturalism and race relations positively impact racial attitudes. See Rachel Moran, Diversity and Its Discontents: The End of Affirmative Action at Boalt Hall, 88 Cal. L. Rev. 2241, 2264 (2000)(exploring the change in the educational experiences of students at Boalt Hall after the elimination of affirmative action).

In the summer of 2013, the Legal Services Staff Association (LSSA) launched a six-week strike to conclude a protracted round of contract negotiations with their employer, Legal Services NYC (LSNYC). The strike effectively shut down LSNYC, the nation’s largest provider of civil legal services to low-income individuals.

On May 1, 2013 the LSSA’s bargaining team rose from their seats, walked across the glass and marble atrium, collected their belongings and descended thirty-one stories to the street in Times Square without a deal. They would be back soon enough, but not to negotiate.

In a town with three-quarters of a million union members, every single one of New York City’s 153 municipal labor contracts stood expired as they left the building. Most union members had been without a raise since at least 2009, even as the cost of living increased every year.

This is the story of a small movement, but one bursting with ambition. The 240 members of LSSA represent a mere drop in the bucket of the local labor union membership. Yet, they were able to build a campaign of rank and file mobilization that defeated concessionary demands and secured new workplace protections, even in the presence of anticipated budget deficits and wage freezes across the city.

In many ways, the progressive movement is approaching a crossroads. In the last several decades the country’s economic elites have succeeded in consolidating their control over the political process and weakening working class institutions under a banner of neoliberalism. The first part of this article supports that assessment by examining the history of the federal Civil Legal Services program as neoliberalism was on the rise. The second part introduces a critique of modern non-profit legal services organizations for failing to even attempt to strengthen the political power of their clients and the communities they serve. Only by contributing to campaigns to build power relative to corporate actors will progressive groups be effective in advancing structural solutions to the problem of poverty. The LSSA’s success demonstrates how this can be done.

Tyler Kasperek Somes is an organizer with the Service Employees International Union in New York City. He previously worked as a paralegal in the Homeowner Defense Project at Legal Services NYC and served on the union’s bargaining team during the strike described in this article.
The strike at Legal Services NYC shows that the people working in these agencies are already capable of successful movement-building. It suggests an alternative approach to civil legal services, one where representation is only the beginning of a relationship that leads into issue-based community organizing and strategic campaigning for progressive reform.

**Neoliberalism as a political project**

“Hey Joe, Hey Joe! Your corporate greed has got to go!” chanted hundreds of strikers and their allies as they established picket lines at the entrances of One JP Morgan Chase Plaza, a towering skyscraper in the heart of Manhattan’s financial district. Within minutes, security personnel closed and locked the front entrance, directing credentialed entrants to use a nondescript door in the back of the building.

As the former world headquarters of JP Morgan Chase, this address has seen its share of protests. When the housing market collapsed in 2008, Chase emerged as the kingmaker in the economic crisis, absorbing Bear Stearns and Washington Mutual to become the nation’s largest bank by assets. The six and seven figure salaries common in the financial industry stand in stark contrast to the paychecks of middle America, where millions of homeowners face foreclosure on the same mortgages that were issued by predatory lenders, pooled together by the big banks, stamped “AAA” by the rating agencies and resold at enormous profits.²

Chase Plaza is also home to Milbank, Tweed, Hadley and McCloy, a corporate law firm where the chairman of the Legal Services board of directors, Joseph Genova, is one of the equity partners. Milbank frequently represents the financial houses, including JP Morgan Chase, where Mr. Genova’s spouse is employed in the general counsel’s office. With this background, Mr. Genova might seem an unlikely figure to lead the nation’s largest provider of civil legal services to low-income individuals, but such is the state of today’s non-profit legal services sector.

In the half century since the foundation of the federally funded Civil Legal Services, the United States Congress has imposed a series of reforms that fundamentally reshaped the program. But in the period before the reforms CLS advocates helped build the welfare rights movement, posing a credible challenge to the mainstream political establishment and winning significant victories. This provides us an opportunity to question the nature of neoliberal power and establish a conceptual framework for developing strategies to counter neoliberal hegemony.

According to Professor David Harvey of City University of New York, neoliberalism may be understood as either “a utopian project to realize a theoretical design for the reorganization of international capitalism or as a political project to re-establish the conditions for capital accumulation and to
restore the power of economic elites.”3 The terms of this reorganization involve limiting the state’s role in the economy by reducing taxes, cutting government spending and privatizing public services. In *A Brief History of Neoliberalism*, Harvey argues persuasively that the political project is the objective of neoliberal policymakers, while the economic rationale serves as “justification and legitimation for whatever needed to be done to achieve this goal.”4

Why did economic elites need to “restore” their power, according to Harvey’s thesis? In the post-war era, social democracy expanded in the United States. The working class gained a measure of political influence through the institutionalization of labor unions, federal protection of voting rights, the expansion of the welfare state, and wider access to legal representation. This facilitated a compromise between elites and the working class: from 1945 to 1965, the percentage of national wealth controlled by the richest one percent of Americans remained relatively constant.5

In that period, the American economy experienced two decades of regular growth encouraged by Keynesian demand-management, an economic policy whereby the government maintains high levels of spending to stimulate the private sector.6 In the mid-1960s, however, this regime began to collapse as inflation spiked from a rate of 1 percent per annum in the early 1960s to 11 percent by the mid-1970s.7 Assets held in dollars (real estate, capital stock, etc.) declined in value relative to other currencies, a development that disproportionately affected wealthy Americans. At the same time, rates of profits tumbled precipitously, meaning that investments and business ventures yielded comparatively smaller returns to their shareholders.8 The wealthiest 1 percent of Americans experienced a sharp decline in their share of the national wealth, a drop estimated at between 5 and 15 percent in a single decade.9 This triggered a political reaction from elites designed to prevent further redistribution of their wealth: the neoliberal movement.

The story of what happened to the CLS program as neoliberalism took hold broadly supports Harvey’s perspective. During its early years, the CLS program contributed meaningfully to the political empowerment of poor and working class people, but its very success made it a target of neoliberal policymakers intent on neutralizing its effectiveness.

**Civil Legal Services and the welfare rights movement**

In the well-known case of *Gideon v. Wainwright*, the Supreme Court ruled in 1963 that every United States citizen charged with a felony has a constitutional right to counsel under the Fourteenth Amendment.10 Subsequent decisions extended this right to misdemeanor and juvenile offenses.11 These decisions compelled every county in the United States to establish a system of representation for people otherwise unable to afford counsel, dramatically expanding access to legal representation and creating a new corps of public defense attorneys.
Legal representation in civil matters never received such a broad judicial mandate. There is no right to counsel for tenants facing eviction, homeowners facing foreclosure, immigrants facing deportation, or spouses facing abusive partners. However, Congress appropriated funding for a nationwide CLS program in the Economic Opportunity Act Amendments of 1966 as a part of the War on Poverty. In a one-year period, over 300 agencies received $42 million in funding, leading to the creation of over 800 community law offices and over 2,000 lawyers for the poor. By the early 1970s, this system was comparable in size to the United States Department of Justice and all of the U.S. Attorney offices.12

The War on Poverty has come under criticism in radical-left discourses as a strategy to preserve capitalism in the wake of the sustained social upheavals of the 1960s.13 Indeed, Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) Director Sargent Shriver often framed the effort as a riot-prevention program, despite an intentional omission of this rhetoric from the OEO mission statement.14 It is true that “relief” (transfer payments, economic stimulus, etc.) comprised one part of the New Deal coalition’s strategy for managing potentially insurrectionary social movements, but “relief” has given way to “discipline” under the neoliberal regime. Although this acknowledgment may seem to stand in uneasy equilibrium with attempts to rediscover the transformational potential of some War on Poverty programs, the two perspectives are not necessarily mutually exclusive.15

In 1967, the OEO’s Office of Legal Services announced that CLS providers pursuing “law reform” (broad legal challenges to specific practices or systems) would receive priority funding over those emphasizing individual casework.16 CLS attorneys were markedly successful in this endeavor: they brought 164 cases before the Supreme Court in eight years, of which they won seventy-four.17 This was a dramatic increase from the previous ninety years, in which not one legal aid staff attorney had taken a case before the Supreme Court.18

In addition to courtroom victories, CLS attorneys made strategic and operational contributions to campaigns of mass mobilization. Among the best examples is Mobilization for Youth’s (MFY) alliance with the welfare rights movement in New York City. This is also interesting because the employees of its successor, MFY Legal Services, are today also members of the Legal Services Staff Association.19

Funded by initial grants from the Kennedy Administration and various foundations, MFY was a precursor to the storefront Community Action Agencies (CAAs) that were established by the hundreds during the War on Poverty.20 MFY operated offices in several Manhattan neighborhoods where residents could receive direct services like legal assistance and registration for welfare. In addition, MFY conducted aggressive community organizing campaigns that included rent strikes against negligent slum owners, education
boycotts against school segregation and demonstrations at construction sites demanding jobs for people of color.\textsuperscript{21}

While working as researchers at MFY, in 1966 Frances Fox Piven and Richard Cloward co-wrote an essay entitled \textit{The Weight of the Poor: A Strategy to End Poverty}, in which they proposed an anti-poverty campaign “based on the fact that a vast discrepancy exists between the [welfare] benefits to which people are entitled and the sums which they actually receive.” By organizing people onto the welfare rolls \textit{en masse}, they expected to create a “bureaucratic disruption in welfare agencies and fiscal disruption in local and state governments,” which would be resolved with reforms favorable to the poor, such as a guaranteed minimum income.\textsuperscript{22}

Mobilization for Youth tested this “crisis theory” with a campaign to flood the Department of Social Services with applications for winter clothing grants, an item provided for under the welfare code but rarely requested by welfare recipients.\textsuperscript{23} They hired a community organizer to recruit clients and establish the Lower East Side’s Committee of Welfare Families, one of many local welfare rights groups emerging around the city. When grant applications were denied by the city, MFY’s Legal Unit would request fair hearings with the Department, the mere request of which was usually sufficient to obtain the clothing allowance. In the end, two-thirds of the committee members received grants, which the organizers considered a resounding success.\textsuperscript{24}

In 1966, welfare rights activists founded the Citywide Coordinating Committee of Welfare Groups (Citywide), which escalated along the trajectory outlined by Piven and Cloward. This umbrella organization consolidated dozens of local groups into a cohesive political movement, reaching a peak of political power in the late 1960s. The number of families on welfare rose dramatically, with over a million people on the city’s rolls and a billion dollars spent on cash assistance annually by the end of the decade, making it the single largest line item in the city’s budget.\textsuperscript{25} Moreover, the percentage of eligible families on the rolls increased from 53 percent in February 1966 to nearly 62 percent in September 1966, an almost 10 percent spike in seven months. An exhaustive study by the Rand Corporation attributed this increase primarily to the effects of welfare activism in recruiting enrollees and de-stigmatizing welfare recipients in the eyes of their community.\textsuperscript{26}

Strategists for the movement expected a breakthrough. Responding to acute financial pressure, Governor Nelson Rockefeller proposed a “flat grant” that would replace the system of “special needs” grants that formed the basis of Citywide’s organizing tactics. In most cases, the flat grant would have resulted in a lower overall payment to welfare recipients, so Citywide came out against the measure. They launched a series of increasingly militant actions seeking to defeat the flat grant, including a demonstration at the United Nations, ap-
pealing to the world on behalf of America’s poor, and an occupation of the Commissioner of Social Service’s office.

On an early morning in June 1968, Citywide learned about a meeting between the State Board of Social Welfare and federal officials convened to discuss the implementation of Rockefeller’s proposal, which was yet to be approved by the legislature. Forty activists descended on the meeting and demanded to participate, pushing their way into the building while the officials locked themselves in a conference room. The welfare activists responded by occupying the building and banging on the door to the conference room with their shoes, producing banner headlines in newspapers across the state.27

Through a combination of lobbying and aggressive demonstrations, Citywide defeated Rockefeller’s proposal in the state legislature. As exemplified by this success, the welfare rights movement achieved a moment of political and economic power in the late 1960s with material benefits for many thousands of poor people. The record levels of transfer payments in New York City during this period represent a highpoint in economic redistribution through public policy in the United States. By 1969, the National Welfare Rights Organization had over 25,000 dues-paying members and independently supported a national network of field organizers.

The welfare rights movement in New York City also benefited from legal analysis and legal tactics developed by Mobilization for Youth, an early example of federally funded civil legal services. MFY’s contributions included the “crisis theory,” the tactical use of hearings, the success of strategic litigation and a discourse around the rights of welfare recipients. At the Supreme Court, groundbreaking decisions such as *King v. Smith*, *Shapiro v. Thompson*, and *Goldberg v. Kelly* removed discriminatory barriers to welfare enrollment, making tens of thousands more people eligible for the Aid for Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) program and bringing it closer to a true entitlement for the nation’s poor.

**The rise of neoliberalism: The case of Legal Services**

President Richard Nixon’s appointment of Donald Rumsfeld as Director of the OEO in 1969 could symbolically mark the beginning of the neoliberal era, during which White House administrations of both parties supported reducing the government’s role in the economy. During this period, which continues today by all appearances, neoliberal policymakers have moved to sharply curtail the political agency of poor and working people and substituted “discipline” for “relief” as the public policy mechanism functioning to regulate social discontent.

Following its peak in the late sixties, the welfare rights movement suffered a series of setbacks as conservative politicians invoked the racialized discourse of “welfare queens” to increase their percentage of the white vote and win
elections, both nationally and in New York City. Once in office, these policymakers introduced “welfare-to-work” reforms, transforming redistributive subsidies for people in poverty into a disciplinary mechanism that pushed them onto the lowest rung of the labor market.

In New York, Mayor Edward Koch created the Public Works Program in 1971, compelling individuals on Home Relief to work for municipal agencies as a condition of receiving benefits. When AFSCME District Counsel 37 attempted to unionize these positions, lawyers for the Koch Administration successfully argued that “the program was not really a job, and the participants were not really workers, and were thus not entitled to union representation,” a position that sheds light on the disciplinary function of the “welfare-to-work” reforms. Under Mayor Rudolph Giuliani’s signature expansion of the Work Experience Program, the work requirement was added to the eligibility criteria for AFDC, as well.

After their participation in the welfare rights movement and other causes, MFY staffers came under an intense investigation by the New York Police Department and New York City Council. City Council President Paul Screvane withheld MFY’s funding pending the outcome of his inquiry and issued a report that criticized the MFY for fomenting racial discord by, among other things, organizing for the March on Washington. In 1968, MFY’s legal department formed a new organization, MFY Legal Services, Inc., which focused exclusively on strategic litigation and individual casework. Today, this is the only branch of the historical MFY remaining. MFY’s community organizing efforts ground to a halt when foundations withdrew their funding and Congress eliminated the OEO’s Community Action Program.

The local response to MFY’s campaigns in New York presaged the neoliberal reaction to the CLS program nationwide. In 1974, the Ford Administration moved the program into the Legal Services Corporation (LSC), a new executive agency governed by a board of directors drawn from the partnership ranks of major law firms. As the governor of California, Ronald Reagan attempted to withhold all funding to California Rural Legal Assistance and carried this antipathy into the White House with an attempt to abolish the LSC in 1981. When speaking to the media, White House aides referred to its appropriation as “funding of the left.”

Since the creation of the LSC, a series of regulatory restrictions has curtailed the most effective tactics used by these programs to advance economic justice. Prohibited activities now include legislative lobbying, community organizing, participating in public demonstrations, participating in class action lawsuits and conducting trainings that disseminate information about any prohibited activity. These restrictions were introduced in legislation pushed by the Nixon Administration, the Reagan Administration and the Gingrich Congress, all standard bearers of neoliberalism.
Neoliberal policymakers have transformed the character and purpose of the American CLS program. At one time, the OEO assigned priority funding to projects advancing structural “law reform” in the interests of the vast majority of Americans. Today, the Legal Services Corporation polices the activities of its own funding recipients to enforce conformity with regulations designed to inhibit them from achieving that same large-scale reform.37 As a test case of Harvey’s thesis that neoliberal policymakers undertook a deliberate project to dilute the political power of the poor and working people, the experience of the CLS program provides compelling affirmative testimony.

**Austerity and authority**

After several decades of political dominance, the neoliberal movement has largely succeeded at transforming the American political system to protect and advance the interests of wealthy individuals and corporations. This project has paid off: the wealthiest 1 percent of Americans now controls about 34 percent of the nation’s wealth, up from a low of about 20 percent in the late 1970s.38

The consequences of this transformation are not limited to economic and political indicators. According to political scientist Wendy Brown, a neoliberal rationality now permeates mainstream discourses on every facet of American society, from education to familial relations to the justice system. Building on Foucault’s concept of “governmentality,” Brown argues that these discourses mold neoliberal subjects who apply entrepreneurial values as a determinative factor even in spaces traditionally separate from the logic of capitalism.39

In the 2013 contract negotiations at Legal Services NYC, management presented dramatic deficit projections as the rationale for demanding concessions from union negotiators on wages, retirement contributions and healthcare coverage.40 Among other cutbacks, these changes would have interrupted physical therapy and mental health treatments midstream for a number of union members. They would have removed fertility procedures as an affordable treatment option; imposing a heteronormative condition on gay, lesbian, transgender and gender non-conforming couples which had not existed previously.

As in all unionized workplaces, the employer faced an obligation to bargain for these demands, rather than impose them unilaterally. The workers had time to investigate management’s financial projections and fight back against concessions. Over the course of bargaining, union negotiators neutralized the economic rationale for management’s preferred form of concessions, exposing the authoritarian impulse that constitutes a critical, if sublimated, part of neoliberal rationality.

Management’s demands were predicated on a “fiscal crisis” resulting from the reallocation of LSC appropriations away from New York City. Although poverty is increasing throughout the United States, it is increasing fastest in
the Southwest, which will receive a larger proportion of LSC funding in the coming years. As a result, LSNYC management projected revenue losses of $5 million over two years, out of a $46 million annual budget. This was exacerbated by the “sequester” cuts, which took an additional 5 percent from the annual LSC appropriation.41

The union’s negotiating team immediately contested these projections. They pointed out that even using management’s estimates, LSNYC could expect a working capital surplus of nearly $7 million at the end of 2014.42 Based on this, they pivoted to a two-year contract, which would expire in June 2014 (one year would be retroactive), when management anticipated $10.75 million in working capital reserves.43 This would provide an opportunity to delay cost-cutting measures to see whether the budget forecast would improve, as the union argued that it would.

In the final hours before the strike vote, the two main issues separating the union and management concerned questions of authority rather than finances. On healthcare, the union agreed to approximately the same financial savings as management’s proposal, but proposed to structure the cost burden in a way that would protect people undergoing expensive procedures. On job security, the union demanded that the ratio of managers to bargaining unit staff would not increase in the event of significant layoffs. On neither issue was the board of directors willing to concede to avoid a strike, despite the largely non-economic nature of the two principle disagreements.

With the economic rationale for concessions deconstructed the authoritarian impulse behind management’s demands became clearly visible. True to the dictates of the neoliberal project, austerity programs are built around this kernel of authoritarianism lurking beneath the economic rhetoric employed to justify concessions. In this case, however, the employer’s obligation to negotiate opened an opportunity to counter that rhetoric and the Legal Services Staff Association found a vehicle for resistance.

**The Legal Services NYC strike**

During the contract negotiations, the LSSA bargaining team met with LSNYC management in the Times Square office of Seyfarth Shaw, an infamous union-busting law firm retained by LSNYC to advise them on the bargaining process. Marshall Babson, a partner at the firm, provided this advice, drawing on his experience as a Reagan appointee to the National Labor Relations Board and a board member of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s public policy law firm. By contracting with Mr. Babson, the Board of Directors signaled its readiness to use aggressive anti-union tactics typically employed only by for-profit corporations.

Fortunately for the union membership, rank and file activists initiated a campaign of education, mobilization and escalation several months before the strike. Early in the bargaining process, members designed eye-catching posters
that enumerated the extent of management’s demands for givebacks, explained
the funding situation, and illustrated the class divide between the Board and
the employees. On citywide days of action, all union members displayed these
posters in their offices, an early test of their ability to conduct collective action.

Over the winter, activists from different neighborhood offices convened the
Activism Committee. The Committee charted a course of escalating actions
that would peak in the spring ahead of a possible strike vote. In response to
“bargaining updates” disseminated by management, the Activism Commit-
tee improvised an “e-mail action” whereby members sent a short message to
executive leadership at the exact same time, effectively flooding their inboxes.
Small actions such as this helped build a culture of resistance, in which people
felt increasingly comfortable in their ability to confront authority and to express
their perspective on the negotiations.

Street demonstrations were also a crucial part of the pre-strike mobilization.
The union organized a traditional rally outside a Board meeting, a cacerolazo
inside a Board meeting, a day of lunchtime pickets and even a one-day strike.
Each protest built on the previous one by escalating the level of subversion of
the normal workplaces roles and routines required to participate. They also
benefited from the participation of community allies, such as workers at MFY
Legal Services and the Rude Mechanical Orchestra. In the end, every single
union member participated in the one-day strike, the product of targeted one-
on-one conversations between co-workers.

By capturing each of these actions on camera, the union was able to produce
an impressive amount of independent media. The union was able to build
an audience and solidarity network in advance of the strike by promoting
these actions on Facebook and Twitter. This created a feedback loop, where
members could share the actions with each other, friends, family members
and community allies. LSSA also registered a new domain name and built
the website www.savelegalservices.com, a visually appealing landing page
for all strike-related materials.

All of this occurred largely outside the official infrastructure of the parent
union, the United Auto Workers, and the local union, the National Organization
of Legal Service Workers Local 2320. While union staff was accommodating
and encouraging, they did not assign any full-time organizers or communica-
tors to the contract campaign. As the strike deadline approached, however, the
union lent increasing support in bargaining and political outreach. This may
be a helpful refrain for rank-and-file activists looking for support from their
union staff in the future: build the campaign and they will come.

On May 1, as May Day demonstrations continued throughout Manhattan,
the two bargaining teams met in the glass-walled office space of Seyfarth Shaw.
The membership assigned this date as the bargaining deadline in an inten-
tional acknowledgment of the history of working class struggle in which they
shared. Management’s lead negotiator obliquely referred to it as “Law Day.” Two weeks later, the union voted to strike by an overwhelming 88 percent.

The decision to shift citywide protests to the Milbank office reflected an understanding of the power dynamics at play within Legal Services NYC’s management. Full-time middle managers had much in common with the union members (although disproportionately white and attorneys) and held little formal influence over the bargaining process. Some members of the executive leadership sat on management’s bargaining team, but similarly held little formal authority vis-à-vis the board of directors.

By observing board meetings, the union learned that the vast majority of board members were disengaged from their responsibilities and likely to defer to a small group of decision-makers. Thus, the union developed a “corporate campaign” that attempted to engage absent board members and disincentivize the decision makers from prolonging the strike. By identifying areas of personal liability for the board members behind management’s position and gradually escalating along those lines, the union was able to significantly increase the pressure for a settlement, much more so than they would have been able to with simple picketing outside the neighborhood offices.

On May 30, the New York Law Journal ran a front-page article covering the protests outside of Milbank Tweed, doubtlessly embarrassing the firm. While marching outside the Milbank offices, union members talked to as many of Mr. Genova’s co-workers as possible, knowing that word would filter up. The Research Committee pulled the e-mail addresses of Milbank’s New York partners and sent them updates on the strike, prompting Mr. Genova to write an office-wide defense of his conduct, which subsequently leaked out of the firm.

Finally, the union identified the recurring corporate clients of Milbank Tweed. The Research Committee collected the contact information of attorneys in their General Counsel’s office and sent letters asking them to question Milbank about the strike. The Milbank partners in charge of those relationships were copied in on these communications, creating additional pressure within the firm on Mr. Genova.

At the height of the strike, the board of directors retaliated against the union by terminating the strikers’ healthcare without sending individual notices to the employees. Decades-long employees were denied regular medications at pharmacies, sending at least one member across the picket line in a desperate attempt to regain coverage. In one instance, a member’s spouse was denied a chemotherapy treatment in the middle of a hospital visit. In comprehensive research following the strike, the union was unable to identify any recent labor dispute in which management adopted this tactic; even Verizon mailed individual notices to employees providing two weeks notice of warning when it terminated healthcare benefits during the 2011 Communication Workers of America strike.
Although the board of directors held formal decision-making authority with respect to negotiations, the various organizations that provide funding to Legal Services NYC could offer significant leverage by threatening to withhold that money. The City Council budget approval process provided the most immediate opportunity to do this, so the union members began regular lobbying on the steps of City Hall. These efforts culminated in a rally at City Hall entitled “Community Voices: Save Legal Services,” which featured testimony from clients, partner organizations and politicians about the importance of high quality civil legal services in their neighborhoods. Over half a dozen City Council members attended the rally as management watched from the lawn.

With a standing threat to transfer City Council funding to another provider, daily rallies outside key board members’ offices and residences, an expanding list of Milbank clients receiving information about the strike and a barrage of independent and traditional media coverage, management finally relented. From their pre-strike position, management dropped demands for reduced retirement contributions, increases to healthcare deductibles, increases to healthcare coinsurance and cutbacks across a variety of specific provisions of the healthcare plan. The union secured zero layoffs through the term of the contract and strict ratios in layoffs between management and bargaining unit positions in the event of significant layoffs.

**Conclusion: Beyond services**

Civil legal services providers are potentially very well positioned to build power with progressive social movements, as the community members who approach them for representation could also receive political education and integration into campaigns of collective action. Who would be better positioned to organize homeowners against foreclosure practices, for example, than the legal services attorneys and housing counselors to whom they turn for assistance by the thousands?

Most CLS providers have abandoned the goal of organizing for power and are instead focused on resolving as many individual cases as possible, perhaps with an occasional attempt at “impact litigation.” This approach has come under sustained criticism for providing only survival-level services to a fraction of the populations in need, enabling the long-term diminution of social services, reproducing oppressive social relationships, siphoning potentially radical challenges into reformist initiatives and failing to challenge the structural systems that perpetuate poverty. Most CLS providers have abandoned the goal of organizing for power and are instead focused on resolving as many individual cases as possible, perhaps with an occasional attempt at “impact litigation.” This approach has come under sustained criticism for providing only survival-level services to a fraction of the populations in need, enabling the long-term diminution of social services, reproducing oppressive social relationships, siphoning potentially radical challenges into reformist initiatives and failing to challenge the structural systems that perpetuate poverty. For Ruth Gilmore Wilson and others, these service providers comprise a “non-profit industrial complex” that addresses expectations of professional progressives more than the needs of their clients.

For providers accepting Legal Services Corporation funding, the restrictions placed on their activities present statutory roadblocks to a “services +
movement” model. Ultimately, only repealing the prohibitions on community organizing and other activities will enable them to fully join the progressive movement. They can begin building a movement culture by taking small steps, such as referring clients with closed cases to strategic organizing campaigns in relevant practice areas. In the short term, the prospect of moving beyond services is much clearer for CLS providers who do not accept LSC funding, such as the majority of providers in New York City and in many metro areas.

The boards of directors of these non-profit agencies are an obvious starting point for building better anti-poverty programs. Proactively recruiting board members who share a critical analysis of capitalism and come from diverse professional backgrounds would be a positive first step. Genuinely incorporating former clients into decision-making roles in ways that move beyond tokenism would increase accountability to the communities these organizations serve. While corporate lawyers are often favored for their presumed ability to bring in donations, individuals with experience in grassroots fundraising may also be effective in building a long-term donor base which builds ties to communities, rather than to corporations.

In order for any organization to participate in an emancipatory movement for social justice, it is requisite for that organization to question and address internal systems of oppression. Prior to the strike, Legal Services NYC hosted four sessions of two-day anti-racism trainings, which were mandatory for all employees. The sessions opened a dialogue about racism within the organization and the organization’s role in supporting structural racism in society at-large. By supporting anti-racist (and, more broadly, anti-oppression) education on an ongoing basis and beginning to incorporate these practices into their operations, legal services providers can begin confronting the dilemmas mentioned above.

Finally, legal services providers should embrace the roles of unions within their organizations, as the goals of the two types of institutions are broadly overlapping. As just one example, the success of organized labor’s efforts to elect progressive candidates is in the direct self-interest of legal services groups, since only progressive politicians will be willing to increase their funding in an era of austerity. There is considerable potential between these groups for strategic partnerships in campaigns to build political, economic and legal power to advance the interests of poor and working people.

At other times, unions will come into conflict with program management, an inevitable result of workplace democracy, but one that the leadership of legal services agencies should embrace as a valuable second opinion and check on their authority. In the case of Legal Services NYC, the union showed that the leadership was dramatically out of step with the majority of employees. Indeed, the funding shortfall proved nowhere as calamitous as predicted and the
organization will likely be able to avoid many of the concessions demanded by management before the strike. As a result, Legal Services NYC will preserve a comprehensive benefits package that will allow talented staff members to build career-level expertise advocating for low-income New Yorkers.

Moving beyond services will take time, but there are plenty of encouraging signals even in the narrow history recounted here. Campaigning and movement-building are solidly rooted in the experiences of MFY Legal Services and many other agencies, showing that the potential for political empowerment shared between clients and advocates is not an unrealistic proposition. Moreover, the people employed by these agencies already have the skills to build campaigns that challenge corporate behavior and change public policy, as the strike unmistakably demonstrated.
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THE INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT AND LUBANGA: THE FEMINIST CRITIQUE AND JUS COGENS

The Lubanga decision, despite procedural missteps, further anchors the prohibition of child soldiers and child auxiliaries under international law. Feminist criticisms of Lubanga misapprehend the potential of Lubanga to attain the types of legal victories feminists strive for. While one can criticize Lubanga as a matter of procedure, Lubanga methodically strengthens the prohibition of child soldiery. The prohibition of child soldiers, like the prohibition of wartime rape, forced prostitution, and child sex-tourism are becoming jus cogens norms. Lubanga contributes to this coherence of jus cogens and sets the stage for extension of its logic into other wrongs committed against children.

Introduction

Charles Lubanga was tried before the International Criminal Court (ICC) and found guilty of the war crime of recruiting and using child soldiers. Despite arguments made by representatives of victims, the ICC pretermitted a decision as to whether subjecting young females to rape or forced marriage (essentially rape) constituted a violation of the statute prohibiting enlistment and recruitment of children into armed conflicts because the prosecution did not adduce evidence of sexual violence and did not rely on proof of such in making its case, while arguing that such crimes are prosecutable under the statute. The court held:

Regardless of whether sexual violence may properly be included within the scope of ‘using [children under the age of 15] to participate actively in hostilities’ as a matter of law, because facts relating to sexual violence were not included in the Decision on the confirmation of Charges, it would be impermissible for the Chamber to base its Decision pursuant to Article 74(2) on the evidence introduced during the trial that is relevant to this issue.”

The decision did not, however, limit possible prosecution to direct participation in combat activities, saying “the decisive factor . . . is whether the support provided by the child to the combatants exposed him or her to real danger as a potential target.”

The decision of the (ICC), though marked and possibly marred by procedural problems, strengthens the global norm against child soldiers and extends the prohibition of child soldiery to cover child auxiliaries. Thus, despite procedural missteps, the Lubanga decision is a step in the right direction. Well-
intended feminist criticisms of *Lubanga* as ignoring sex and gender aspects of the case do not recognize that *Lubanga* expands the norm prohibiting child soldiers to cover child auxiliaries, whether in national or international armed conflicts. Because of this “build out” *Lubanga* can serve as a stepping stone toward prohibition of war time rape and forced prostitution, whether such crimes are a means of genocide or a motivation to soldiery. The *Lubanga* decision implies that girl soldiers, child prostitutes and compelled “child brides” are, like human shields and “entertainers,” prohibited under international law as military auxiliaries because they are subject to being targeted during national and international armed conflicts. *Lubanga* is, moreover, another step toward a *jus cogens* prohibition of child soldiers, child auxiliaries, and child sex workers. The emerging global norm prohibits the use of child soldiers because children cannot give fully informed consent due to their lack of experience and maturity. So, despite well intended feminist and anti-imperialist criticism, the *Lubanga* decision has garnered praise for preventing the use of child soldiers throughout the world, for example in Nepal. Even critics of deterrence theory in criminal law appear compelled to recognize that the *Lubanga* decision has contributed positively to ending child soldiery by raising awareness of the problem of child soldiers and the impact that being a war child has on one’s life.

Although the rule of international law prohibiting child soldiery is cogent, it is relatively recent and still emerging. The prohibition of child soldiery, like most norms involving children under international law, is not yet part of *jus cogens*, i.e., a non-derogable rule of international law. However, the law is developing toward inclusion in *jus cogens* and change is surely coming. Others have also argued that the prohibition of child soldiery is becoming a *jus cogens* norm. The *Lubanga* decision is a crystallization of the global norm prohibiting the use of children as soldiers and is another step in the direction of a *jus cogens* prohibition of child soldiery.

This article first examines the procedural problems in *Lubanga* (I). Then it exposes and contextualizes the feminist critique of the *Lubanga* decision (II). It then examines the substantive law of child soldiers under international law (III). It concludes with an argument that prohibitions on child soldiery, like the crime of systematic rape in war, are becoming *jus cogens* rules of international law (IV).

### I. Procedural Problems in *Lubanga*

The ICC seeks to end impunity for grave breaches of the most serious rules of international criminal law. The ICC is a hybrid of common law and civil law. This hybridization and the novel nature of the court explain why the first trial concluded at the ICC was characterized by procedural problems. Despite the obstacles, the *Lubanga* decision demonstrates the capacity of the ICC to adjudicate international crimes. The procedural problems at *Lubanga*
can be organized legally around the idea of the rights of the accused and practically in terms of the order in which they arose. The various procedural problems are all interrelated. They are discussed here in order of appearance.

A. Prosecutorial discretion

In any criminal justice system, the prosecutor is vested with at least some degree of discretion as to which crimes s/he wishes to prosecute. At the ICC the “prosecutor … has the ability to determine which charges s/he wishes to prosecute with the limited supervision of the Pre-Trial Chamber of the ICC.” In Lubanga, the prosecutor decided not to bring charges for rape and forced sexual servitude. That decision has been criticized by some feminists but was within the prosecutor’s discretion. Similarly, the prosecutor had discretion to choose to charge the defendant for a violation of the law of international armed conflict or national armed conflict or both.

B. Discovery and disclosure

The most evident procedural problem in Lubanga involved the right to discovery of confidential “lead” evidence and the prosecution’s duty to disclose potentially exculpatory evidence. That is, a conflict between prosecutorial power and the rights of the accused. “None of the statutes or rules of ICC tribunals provide clear guidance on how this conflict is to be resolved or articulate remedies when it cannot be.”

A related problem is the question whether and to what extent the prosecution before the ICC may “outsource” evidence gathering to third-parties. Third party investigators are at higher risk of reprisals than state or international officials because they are not directly backed by state-power, though they have the advantage of being “locals” and non-uniformed and thus are better able to ferret out the facts. However, the existence of such dangers and even the threat of reprisal are not unique to the ICC, nor are these insurmountable problems. Lubanga determined that while the prosecution has a right to seek information and a duty to protect witnesses it also has a duty to the accused to disclose evidence which would tend to exonerate the accused.

C. Witness participation

Another problematic point in Lubanga was the participation of victims, whether as witnesses or observers. Essentially, the multiplicity of participants resulted in a “layered judiciary” which complicated the proceedings. The problem was not merely due to the failings of the prosecutor. It was also due to the participation of so many persons whether as witnesses, observers, or active participants in the prosecution: “too many cooks spoil the broth,” so to speak. The trial became encumbered by too many participants with little relevance to the actual charged crime.

Victim participation is seen as a part of therapeutic jurisprudence. Therapeutic jurisprudence is the idea that the victim has a legitimate interest in a court pro-
ceeding which allows them to process their pain and move on from it, and that courts should take this fact into account alongside prevention and punishment as legitimate concerns of criminal law. Although the great number of participants bogged the trial down, some feminists criticized what they perceived as a lack of adequate witness participation to serve the therapeutic function.

**D. Witness protection**

Witness participation also raised the problem of witness protection, which was related to the problems of confidentiality (of witnesses) and disclosure of exculpatory evidence by the prosecution. The right to confront one’s accusers is recognized in common law under the rubric of “the right to confrontation” of one’s accuser and in French law as one of the “droits de la défense.” The right to confrontation is a basic criminal procedural right of self defense—how, after all, can one defend him or herself properly without knowing the accuser? Yet how are accusers and witnesses to be protected against reprisals? This of course requires a “balancing” i.e., a comparison, of the right of the accused to know his or her accuser and the rights of accusers and witnesses not to face (illegal, out of court) reprisals—that is, not to be victims of extra-judicial vengeance.

**E. Prosecutorial abuse: non-disclosure & temporary stay of proceedings**

The existence of prosecutorial discretion creates the possibility of the abuse of that discretion. In the Lubanga trial the key procedural problem was an abuse of prosecutorial power: namely, the non-disclosure of exculpatory evidence. Whether at common law or civil law the prosecutor must disclose evidence to the court and/or defense which exculpates the defendant. Otherwise, wrongful convictions might result. However, the prosecution in Lubanga wished to keep information such as the identities of accusers and informants secret, tainting the trial. This taint led to the unusual step of a stay in proceedings and the (ultimately temporary) release of Lubanga during the court’s suspension of proceedings. The desire to protect witnesses is understandable, but must be balanced against the right of the defendant to confront their accusers and certainly does not justify the non-disclosure to the court of exculpatory evidence. As a result of this clear abuse the ICC took the extremely unusual step of staying the proceedings. Ultimately, however, the trial resumed after the procedural problem was resolved to the satisfaction of the court. This was the most serious procedural misstep, but it ultimately did not stop the just adjudication of the case.

**II. The feminist critique of the Lubanga decision**

Given the procedural missteps, criticism of Lubanga is understandable, although in my opinion misplaced. The most strident criticism of Lubanga comes from feminist quarters. That criticism is understandable, because the prosecutor in Lubanga did not charge gender or sex-related crimes and was
cautious, perhaps overly cautious, in that regard.\textsuperscript{33} Thus, the \textit{Lubanga} court tended to gloss over the sex and gender aspects of the systematic abuse of children in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC). Here is a fairly typical example of the feminist critique:

Unfortunately, in the \textit{Lubanga} trial the Court chose not to develop gender-based crimes, including the gendered aspects of child soldiering, further. It may be argued that the prosecutor’s decision to charge \textit{Lubanga} with the war crime of recruitment and use of child soldiers was guided by the wish to develop this particular norm. However, the Court should consistently prioritize particular crimes that have so far been undervalued, such as crimes of sexual violence. With regard to the Court establishing and advancing global norms, victim participation could complement and assist the Court in establishing the truth.\textsuperscript{34}

\textbf{A. Therapeutic jurisprudence}

Part of the logic of hearing claims about wartime rape and sex slavery is therapeutic. “By bringing about appropriate charges, the victims are more apt to deal with the physical violation.”\textsuperscript{35} Thus, “legal representatives of female child soldiers spoke at length during their opening statements not only about the fact that girl soldiers had been subjected to various forms of sexual and gender-based violence, but also about the broader context and the long-term effects of such violence.”\textsuperscript{36} From a therapeutic perspective, too few victims were allowed to testify, but from a procedural perspective too many were allowed to testify about facts which were legally irrelevant to the crimes charged. Again, this is a balancing of competing interests, but this one likely cannot be perfectly resolved.

\textbf{B. Correct legal method}

Given the activist criticisms of \textit{Lubanga}, before addressing the substantive \textit{lex lata} and \textit{lex ferenda} in the field of child soldiers I wish to suggest the correct legal method so that future activism will be effective at attaining concrete results.

International law is often rightly criticized for being ambiguous (contradictory general principles)\textsuperscript{37} and uncertain (customs rise and fall) and for lacking a central enforcement mechanism.\textsuperscript{38} Domestically, the state may seem all-powerful, but internationally it is otherwise. States in the international system are like fragile lifeboats, to which we take refuge, in hopes of surviving the maelstrom, the winds of war, disaster, and disease.\textsuperscript{39} We cling to life like we cling to justice, and we have no choice but to repair to the state for refuge. The state offers us not only the means of our survival but also the means to the end of the good life in society.\textsuperscript{40} But international society is anarchical\textsuperscript{41} and prone to crises. Given the shaky state of international law, ever changing and uncertain, I argue that the best activist strategy is to work within existing recognized international legal categories, to narrow, broaden, or extend them as appropriate—to expose and extirpate ambiguity and contradiction to attain
the rule of law and substantive justice rather than to try to generate exotic novel claims on the basis of wild theories, which are likely to fail. There are pragmatic reasons I recommend an incremental approach such as we see in Lubanga. First, why reinvent the wheel? Progress in science occurs by testing and refining hypotheses, not by throwing them out at any time to generate new (untested) hypotheses. Second, courts are skeptical. Third, doubtful claims fail in the face of the burden of proof. A novel theory might seem exciting but will it lead anywhere? In contrast, building out from irrefutable rules to better and more refined rules, as the Lubanga decision does, seems to be a more certain way to achieve justice and the rule of law than by gambling on radical grand theories which generally fail to be taken up in practice, despite (or because) of their novelty. Attractive norms persuade more often than they compel, and people are more easily persuaded to adapt to what they know rather than adopt what they do not know. It’s a question of effective advocacy, of what actually works in the real world, not the ivory tower or the barracks.

III. Substance: Child soldiers in international law

Lubanga is procedurally a negative example: *ad astra per aspera*. A success despite itself. However, substantively, Lubanga is a positive example. The decision did not appear to go as far as some feminists would have liked. However, in fact, Lubanga represents a strengthening of the norm against child soldiers and sets the stage for the types of legal victories feminists rightly strive for.

The international norm prohibiting child soldiers may seem a self-evident legal proposition. However, the prohibition of child soldiers as a rule of international law dates only from the 1977 Additional Protocol to the Geneva Conventions. Yet the norm, though recent, has taken the world by storm. It quickly found resonance and replication in other international instruments. Thus, the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child (1990) requires State parties to “take all necessary measures to ensure that no child shall take a direct part in hostilities and refrain in particular, from recruiting any child.” The Rome Statute of the ICC (1998) likewise criminalizes child soldiery. Echoing the two prohibitions of the Geneva Additional Protocols, the Rome Statute prohibits child soldiery both in internal armed conflicts and in international armed conflicts. The rule outlawing child soldiery was echoed again in an Additional Protocol to the U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) in 2000. Child soldiery is also prohibited in the domestic laws of many countries, often with extraterritorial effect. The legal prohibition of child soldiery has become nearly universal. Because of the nearly universal adhesion of states to these treaties and because of the number of these treaties a customary international norm prohibiting the recruitment or use of child soldiers in armed conflicts, whether national or international, has formed. Moreover, because child soldiering is an obvious violation of basic human dignity, the right to life, and the right to development, its prohibition should be seen as an emergent *jus cogens* norm, along with the prohibition of child
sex-tourism. \(^{51}\) Child soldiers are associated with child prostitutes, wartime rape, mercenaries and terrorists and all of these are of concern to the international system as a system, not merely to individual States severally, which also justifies seeing these as violations of *jus cogens*.

### A. Structuring public international law: The law of war, international human rights law, and international criminal law

We can divide public international law into at least these branches: the law of war (also known as international humanitarian law, consisting of *jus ad bello* and *jus in bello*), international human rights law, and international criminal law.

Child soldiery is an example of an area where the laws of war (international humanitarian law—*IHL*) international human rights law (*IHRL*) and international criminal law (*ICL*) overlap and in my opinion are complementary, not conflicting. However, Adil Ahmad Haque argues that *IHL* and *ICL* are structurally inadequate. Haque states:

There is a gap between the international humanitarian law of Geneva and the international criminal law of Rome, a gap between the law we have and the law we need if we are to ensure respect for and protection of the civilian population caught in the midst of armed conflict. The Rome Statute of the ICC fails to fully enforce four core principles of humanitarian law designed to protect civilians: distinction, discrimination, necessity, and proportionality. As a result, it is possible for a combatant with a culpable mental state, without justification or excuse, and in violation of humanitarian law, to kill civilians yet escape criminal liability under the Rome Statute. The Rome Statute also ignores or misapplies three fundamental criminal law distinctions: between conduct offenses and result offenses, between material elements and mental elements, as well as between offenses and defenses. \(^{52}\)

I don’t regard Haque’s claim as entirely well founded, because *ICL* is intended only to inculpate the gravest and most serious offenses: systematic intentional crimes committed by “leaders” (demagogues, really)—the “big fish.” The “small fish” are meant to be held liable in national law. This is because wars involve literally millions of people. No international court could hope to litigate each and every case. But what the ICC can and tries to do is to catch “the big fish” to set an example provide guidance for national courts to emulate. Haque correctly recognizes the different perspectives of *IHL* and *ICL* (*ex ante* and *ex post*, respectively). \(^{53}\) However, that difference in perspective is not a contradiction or a gap in legal regulation. The difference in perspective between *IHL* and *ICL* is because *IHL* is primarily about coordinating a State’s actions with its interactions (*ex ante*), whereas *ICL* is primarily about inculpating individuals who commit serious breaches of international law in a grave and systematic manner (*ex post*). What Haque describes as “a gap” is actually an overlap. *IHL* and *ICL* have different objects and purposes, but sometimes overlap due to the transformation of international law in the post-Westphalian era from “states, only, with absolute rights” to “states and non-
state actors, with relativized rights.” If there were a “gap” here, IHRL would be the bridge between duties of individuals and rights of states.

With this teleological understanding of the norm and an understanding of the structure of international law (IHL, IHRL, ICL) we can now try to address the four refinements of the norm against child soldiers.

**B. Structuring international humanitarian law: The domestic/international and public/private splits**

Just as we structure public international law into at least the three branches of IHL, IHRL, and ICL, we also structure international law generally using the domestic/international and public/private splits.

As can be seen from the treaties cited, the prohibition of child soldiery is a “bifurcated” norm. Child soldiery is prohibited in all four quadrants, (public/private; state/non-state actor). Child soldiery is absolutely prohibited under international law, whether the soldiers are recruited or conscripted, whether by public or private actors and whether in domestic or international conflicts. The fact that all actors in all conflicts are forbidden to recruit or conscript or use child soldiers is evidence that the international law against child soldiery has emerged as a universal and non-derogable rule of international law (*jus cogens*). The use or recruitment of child soldiers (a) in domestic armed conflicts and (b) in international armed conflicts by (i) State Parties and (ii) Non-State Actors is prohibited under international law.

The “public/private” and “national/international” splits structure law and hopefully enable legal certainty and enable justice to be attained. However, they also create a risk of fragmentation. The norm, which seems so straightforward and self-evident at first glance, becomes more complex as we consider it in finer detail. However, we have to understand each of these four strands of the norm are expressions of one common core concept which seeks to attain the substantive goal of the law. These are four refined emanations of one common idea.

To understand the contours of the norm against child soldiers we must understand these splits. Historically, *jus in bello* and *jus ad bello* were largely if not exclusively coordinating rules directed to state actors and their agents. The main conflicts of the 19th Century and even most conflicts of the 20th Century were international armed conflicts between States. That is no longer the case. In recent decades conflicts increasingly involve non-state actors and are often purely internal domestic insurrections. Even inter-state conflicts often involve non-state actor combatants, whether as revolutionaries (targeting the state, seeking state power) or terrorists (targeting civilians and not necessarily seeking to seize state power) or proxies. The rise of non-state actors and national armed conflicts explains why four refinements on one idea are necessary in order to subdue and minimize violent human conflicts.
Non-state actors such as insurgents and terrorists with belligerent rights and legal duties under international law are a post-Westphalian legal phenomenon. However, the question facing the post-Westphalian law of war is the same as faced the Westphalian system (1684-1945/1989): how to prevent and limit violence. The answer is also nearly the same: war is to be prevented and concluded primarily through state power and state responsibility. However, international law has become more than merely a coordinating mechanism between states. As well as coordinating state interactions, international law now also guarantees certain limited individual human rights to non-state actors. Such rights include the right not to be made a sex slave or a child soldier. International human rights law (IHRL) is the primary international guarantor of basic human rights, although secondarily there are human rights aspects of the law of war (IHL).

1. Armed conflicts: National, international, or mixed

We just saw that we can divide public international law into at least IHL, IHRL, and ICL. We now examine the division within IHL between domestic armed conflict (internal armed conflicts) and conflicts between States (international armed conflicts). This structural split between two branches of IHL is reflected in both the Additional Protocols to the Geneva Conventions and the Rome Statute, which distinguish international from national armed conflicts, prohibiting the recruitment (i.e. conscripting or enlisting) or active use of child soldiers in armed conflicts, at least by state parties. How did this bifurcation play out in Lubanga?

In the Lubanga trial the prosecution only charged a violation of the law of non-international armed conflict. However, this was then unilaterally recharacterized by the court under Article 61(7)(c)(ii) of the Rome Statute to charge a violation of the law of international armed conflict. The pre-trial chamber (PTC) then found that “for the most part the armed conflict in question (between July 2002 and 2 June 2003) was one of an international character, due to the presence of the Ugandan army as an occupying power in parts of Ituri” and thus governed by Article 8(2)(b) of the Rome Statute. The question facing the court was whether the conflict in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) was domestic, international, or mixed. The pre-trial chamber “opted for a sequenced international/non-international solution, arguing that the conflict was international as long as the Ituri region was occupied by the Ugandan army (until 2 June 2003) but then changed to a non-international one (until end of December 2003).” At the PTC national armed forces were determined to be not limited to the military forces of the state and thus could include proxy soldiers or state sponsored terrorists.

The Trial Chamber in contrast “relied on a relational concept of armed conflict by focusing on the status of the two parties to the conflict” and started from the assumption, “that parallel conflicts of a different (legal) nature may
take place at the same time in a single territory.” The Trial Chamber then characterized the armed conflict as non-international, invoking Regulation 55 of the Regulations of the Court. The armed groups contending in the DRC were found not to be proxies for conflicts between Uganda, Rwanda, or the DRC because State actors did not in fact exercise “overall control” over non-state actor combatants. Since the conflict was found to be internal, not international, the relevant rule to apply was Article 8(2)(e) of the Rome Statute (other serious violations of the laws and customs of war not of an international character) and not 8(2)(b).

2. The public (state actor) and private (non-state actor) split: non-state actors and international humanitarian law

The problem of non-state actors involving themselves directly as agents of political violence, whether independently or with state sponsorship (proxy wars and state sponsored terrorists) is an important contemporary issue. Non-state actors do use child soldiers. In fact: “Much illegal recruitment of children is undertaken by non-State actors such as armed opposition groups.” According to the Lubanga decision, an armed conflict involving non-state actors can also be an international armed conflict where the non-state actor acts as a proxy for one state on the territory of another. The non-state actor must be subject to the “overall control” of the sponsoring state to be considered a proxy. Whether “overall control” exists is a question of fact, though I would argue a proof of state funding or supplying weapons or ammunition to a controlled group would suffice to meet the standard, and should put the burden of proof on the party pleading that no overall control existed. Where the non-state actor is not acting as a proxy for a state actor and operates only on the territory of one state there is no international armed conflict. Lubanga also held that international armed conflict includes military occupation.

C. Child auxiliaries in Lubanga

The international rule prohibiting child soldiers specifically prohibits the “active participation” of children. This raises the question of what is “active” or “direct” participation. “The plausible interpretations of the ‘active participation’ requirement range from a very restrictive reading limiting the participation to exclusively combat-related activities to a broader reading, including any supporting activity or role.” The better interpretation is the interpretation which the Lubanga decision took up. The international norm prohibiting child soldiers also prohibits child auxiliaries. Auxiliaries do not primarily engage in direct combat activities but are active participants by supplying, servicing, and supporting soldiers.

Auxiliaries are not combatants. They are combat support personnel. The ghastly examples are human shields and human landmine removers. The seemingly benign versions are camp cooks, transport drivers, and “entertainers”—where “entertainer” is often a euphemism for “camp prostitute” or “forced
According to Lubanga, and I think rightly, the prohibition of the use of child soldiers also applies to child auxiliaries where the child auxiliary is likely to be targeted by enemy combatants. The prohibition of child auxiliaries is logical because auxiliaries are often targeted and may be forced by the circumstances of war to take up arms in self-defense. Interpreting the norm to prohibit child auxiliaries is also justified by the fact that such an interpretation of “active participation” is consistent with the CRC’s “best interests of the child” standard. Finally, prohibiting child auxiliaries is justified because the combatant/non-combatant distinction is another victim of modern warfare, as any “ethnic cleansing” or mass bombardment shows. Contemporary conflicts usually sweep up civilians into the bloodshed, regardless of the civilian’s own wishes. Finally, prohibiting child auxiliaries also prevents illusory claims that child soldiers were really only auxiliaries and makes clear that the prohibition on child soldiery is absolute, universal, and becoming a part of jus cogens, the non-derogable rules of customary international law.

Albeit, some child-soldiers may themselves be war-criminals, which is less likely to be the case among auxiliaries.

IV. The prohibition of child soldiery as jus cogens

The prohibition of child soldiery, like the prohibition of wartime rape and child-sex tourism, is becoming a non-derogable jus cogens rule of international law. Jus cogens norms are formed by near universal adhesion, and agreement not only that the norm is binding but also that the norm is non-derogable and of mutual, not merely several, concern and thus subject to universal jurisdiction. Ordinary customary international laws may be avoided by states that affirmatively and persistently object to the formation of the custom ab initio. However, jus cogens is non-derogable. So, for example, South Africa could not argue that its apartheid regime was a persistent objector to the jus cogens prohibition of state-sponsored segregation (apartheid). Jus cogens norms are rules of conduct which are not only of concern to all states individually but also of concern to the international system as a whole. That is, a violation of a jus cogens norm is an injury to every state. This explains why each jus cogens norm admits of universal jurisdiction. No state may violate jus cogens rules and any state may enforce jus cogens.

The theoretical basis of jus cogens is a late modern recurrence of natural law. Jus cogens literally means compelling right, i.e., the right of good conscience (cogens is etymologically related to cogent, for the cogent thought is compelled to coherence). Certain legal rules are inevitable because they are in themselves good and fair and thus attract adhesion and replication and tend to become universal in space and time.

The naturalistic fallacy is to confuse that which occurs in nature for that which ought to occur in nature. People who criticize all natural law reasoning as flawed by this fallacy generally have a simplistic view of natural law,
one that regards natural law as an emanation of religious law. A more refined
critique invoking the fallacy would attack natural law as self-contradictory
epistemic dualism that ignores scientific materialism. However, there are
several schools of natural law. Not all schools of natural law argue for the law
of nature as “God’s own law.” Some advocates of natural law theory present
pre-scientific or outright unscientific ideas that confuse that which appears in
nature for that which ought to be done by man. However, when we recognize
natural law as the law of reason and nature as teleology these valid criticisms
of religious natural law fall away.

Aristotelian teleology regards nature not as a static unchanging incompre-
hensible force. To Aristotle, nature is a dynamic process of self-development.
Aristotle’s teleology is naturalist in the sense that it describes what happens
when everything goes rightly. The nature of the acorn, its teleology, is to be-
come a tree. In the best of circumstances a mighty oak springs forth from an
acorn. Not all acorns become trees. Likewise, the nature of a boy, that is the
boy’s teleology, is to become a strong, intelligent, wise and just man. Obviously
not all boys become that, nor do all boys even survive childhood. Aristotle’s
naturalist teleology does not suffer from the naturalist fallacy. Moreover,
Aristotle’s naturalism does not suffer from epistemic dualism, unlike Plato.
Aristotle is monist and materialist. That is the correct theoretical basis of *jus
cogens* as “natural law.”

The prohibition of war crimes such as the use of child soldiers or of rape
and prostitution as a means to wage genocide and war is so fundamental to the
international system that it should be seen by all states as a prohibited practice
to any state. These war crimes are in fact dangerous to the international sys-
tem as a system and so are of mutual and not merely several concern. Such a
violation anywhere is in fact an injury to every state because the conduct cre-
ates unpredictable instability (private and/or terrorist violence). The conduct
moreover is utterly reprehensible and universally condemned both in national
and international law and is already subject to extraterritorial enforcement
under national law. To put it starkly: child soldiers may grow up to become
international terrorists. Thus, they are of global concern.

A. Child soldiers as slaves

Others have also argued that child prostitutes ("prostitots") and child sol-
diers are forms of slave labor and therefore prohibited by international law as
*jus cogens*. The argument seems somewhat forced yet also has some merit.
The essence of slavery is a complete lack of autonomy. Forced prostitution
is fairly obviously a form of slavery. However, not all child soldiers are in
fact conscripts, some are volunteers. Yet, children have limited capacity for
autonomy and thus even the “voluntary” child soldier can be seen like the
slave as having no real autonomy and is a victim of labor extraction. Although
an interesting theory, the argument that child soldiery is a form of slave labor
and thus a *jus cogens* violation does not appear to have been pursued in the *Lubanga* decision. It is however a possible path to the determination that recruiting, enlistment or use of child soldiers is a violation of *jus cogens*.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, *Lubanga* only appears to ignore gender. In fact, by building a more solid and broader foundation for the prohibition of child soldiers to include auxiliaries, *Lubanga* sets the stage for an extension of *jus cogens* to prohibit child soldiery, forced prostitution, and wartime rape. Feminist critiques of *Lubanga*, while understandable, well intended, and directed to desirable goals are somewhat misplaced for failing to see *Lubanga* as a systematic construction and strengthening of the international rule of law. Rather than a denial of justice for women, *Lubanga* sets the stage for future feminist legal victories.
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65. [A]s a consequence of the Chamber’s move to a non-international armed conflict, the war crime of Article 8(2)(b)(xxvi) is no longer applicable and thus the tricky issue whether paramilitary-like armed groups like the UPC can be equated to ‘national armed forces’, unconvincingly affirmed by the PTC,124 is no longer relevant.125 Indeed, the applicable war crime for the non-international armed conflict, Article 8(2)(e)(vii), more broadly covers the recruitment (‘conscripting or enlisting’) of children under fifteen ‘into armed forces or groups’, i.e., it clearly extends to any armed group within the meaning of international humanitarian law.


67. While Lubanga, following the Tadic decision out of the ICTY applied the overall control test for determining liability for human rights violations perpetrated by proxies, see note 61 supra, there remains a doctrinal question on this point. The International Court of Justice following its earlier decision in The United States v. Nicaragua, ruled in Bosnia and Herzegovina v. Serbia and Montenegro, 46, no 2 I.L.M. 185 (Feb. 26, 2007) that the proper test was the “effective control” test not the more malleable “overall control” test of Prosecutor v. Tadic, Judgment, Case No. IT-94-1-A., 38 ILM 1518 (1999). At least as to state control for purposes of attributing direct responsibility for genocide the test then is “effective control” requiring
direct and continuous control over the otherwise separate, or perhaps non-organic, military units involved in the violation of the laws of war or genocide or crimes against humanity. The ICJ court distinguished Tadic, which applied an “overall control” test for determining when a war was international for purposes of applying the Geneva Conventions. The overall control test allowed for liability for use of proxy forces committing violations of IHL even where the sponsor nation lacked effective control over the situation. Logically there could be a different test in this different situation where state responsibility is not directly concerned. However, some of the commentators do not see it that way. See, e.g., Marco Sassoli, & Laura M. Olson, 94 A.J.I.L. 571 (2000); International Decision: Prosecutor v. Tadic (Judgment) ICTY Case No. IT-94-1-A., 38 ILM 1518 (1999). They argue that the overall control test has been effectively superseded. International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia, Appeals Chamber, July 15, 1999.

In any event the ICJ reverted to the Nicaragua test and applying that test found that it had not been proved that the authorities of the FRY had issued instructions to the army of the Republicka Srpska to commit the massacres and that it was not an organ of the FRY. The FRY did not exercise the required effective control and this case ends the doctrinal debate on the test of attribution under Article 8 of the ILC Articles on State Responsibility. Nonetheless, Lubanga provides strong support for application of the overall control test outside of the state responsibility area and this writer argues that at least in the Tadic war crimes area the ICC was correct to adopt the overall control test. This more relaxed test will encourage adherence to IHL and ICL and will make proxy war violations of IHRL more difficult.
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70. [T]he Chamber distinguished the notion of active participation in hostilities from the more common international humanitarian law notion of direct participation, a move that has already given rise to criticism. The Chamber stated that: Those who participate actively in hostilities include a wide range of individuals, from those on the front line (who participate directly) through to the boys or girls who are involved in a myriad of roles that support the combatants. All of these activities, which cover either direct or indirect participation, have an underlying common feature: the child concerned is, at the very least, a potential target. The decisive factor, therefore, in deciding if an ‘indirect’ role is to be treated as active participation in hostilities is whether the support provided by the child to the combatants exposed him or her to real danger as a potential target. In the judgment of the Chamber these combined factors—the child’s support and this level of consequential risk—mean that although absent from the immediate scene of the hostilities, the individual was nonetheless actively involved in them. Liefländer, supra note 56 at 201.
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76. Criminal violations of jus cogens principles (genocide, grave violations of the Geneva Conventions, and Crimes against Humanity) are subject to permissive universal jurisdiction.
Under one construal of this principle a willing nation may not only prosecute such violations of international criminal it can expect that a second nation, holding an alleged violator, must either prosecute or extradite to the nation willing to undertake such prosecution. See, e.g., Ronald C. Slye & Beth Van Schaack, Essentials of International Criminal Law 54-55, 72-78 (2009). There is, however, contrary authority that would acknowledge the permissive jurisdiction to prosecute but denies that a nation holding an alleged criminal violator of jus cogens principles must necessarily, in the event that it refused to prosecute, extradite to a nation willing to so prosecute. Under this view a nation may prosecute the genocidaire, war criminal or perpetrator of crimes against humanity, but it is under no obligation to do so and may refuse to extradite to a nation willing to prosecute. For example, Spain sought to extradite Pinochet Ugarte from the UK for prosecution under the principles of universal jurisdiction. Spain thus accepted the notion that it could seek Pinochet’s extradition for prosecution in Spain for the violation of jus cogens human rights norms. The first round before the House of Lords accepted that proposition and would have extradited Pinochet for a host of violations of the Convention Against Torture. R. v. Bow Street Metropolitan Station [House of Lords] 1AC 61, 25 Nov. 1998. The second Pinochet appeal before the House of Lords, id. Stipendiary Mag., ex parte Pinochet Ugarte (No. 3) [1999] 1 A.C. 147, refused to accept the prior holding by the earlier panel and ruled that the jus cogens norm against torture could only be enforced for extradition purposes not from the undoubted emergence of the norm but only from the date of ratification by the UK. Specifically that court held:

Since torture outside the United Kingdom was not a crime under UK law until [the date of ratification of CAT] the principle of double criminality which requires an Act to be a crime under both the law of Spain and of the United Kingdom cannot be satisfied in relation to conduct before date [because] the principle of double criminality requires the conduct to be criminal under United Kingdom law at the date it was committed.

Id. Thus, the House of Lords rejected extradition under the principal of universal jurisdiction based solely upon the principle of jus cogens. The UK required rather that extradition could occur only after both the UK and Chile had ratified CAT thus satisfying the principle of double criminality by making torture a crime under UK law wherever in the world that it occurred. This narrow interpretation of universal jurisdiction notwithstanding, it appears that permissive universal jurisdiction for violation of just cogens principles is increasingly coming to require that a nation prosecute such criminals or extradite them to a willing nation.
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WORK LIKE A DOG: EXPANDING ANIMAL CRUELTY STATUTES TO GAIN HUMAN RIGHTS FOR MIGRANT FARMWORKERS IN THE U.S.

Introduction

“It does not take long either to boil an egg or to cook neurons.”1 This explains why a body literally cooks itself from the inside out under certain conditions. The loss of water from the body triggers the onset of rapidly escalating symptoms of heat illness: increased thirst, dry mouth, cessation of of sweating and tear production, muscle cramps, nausea and vomiting, heart palpitations, and lightheadedness.2 Left unchecked, dehydration will then cause confusion and weakness, as the brain and other bodily organs receive less blood. Finally, coma and massive organ failure will follow.3 But two surprisingly simple ingredients can prevent any of this from occurring: water and shade.4

Heat illness was certainly not prevented in the case of two workers, “A” and “B.” Worker A died in the company car on June 20, 1998 in San Diego County, California.5 Temperatures had topped 100° F that day, and a necropsy performed on Worker A confirmed that he died from the effects of heatstroke.6 Further upstate near Stockton, Worker B died on May 16, 2008, two days after collapsing on the job from 95° heat.7 At the time of her arrival at a hospital, her internal body temperature topped 108°F.8

Two workers in the same state, both dead from heatstroke—but there the similarities end. Worker A (“Forrest”), was a 5-year old Belgian Malinois assigned to the K-9 unit of a police department that had been left in his squad car with the windows rolled up.9 His handler ultimately pleaded no contest to a misdemeanor charge of animal neglect, and was ordered to: (1) pay a $411 fine; (2) pay $4,941 in restitution for the dog; (3) perform 100 hours of community service; and (4) serve three years of probation.10 Moreover, in an effort to prevent similar tragedies, the Police Department announced plans to buy heat-alert systems for its fleet of 53 canine patrol cars that would automatically lower the car’s windows, switch on the air conditioning, and sound an alarm when the interior of the car reached a predetermined temperature.11

Worker B (“Maria Isabel Vasquez Jimenez”), on the other hand, was a pregnant 17-year old human.12 She had been denied water and shade as she...
pruned grapes for nine sweltering hours in a vineyard. The two farm supervisors were ultimately held accountable for her death under the terms of a plea bargain. One supervisor pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor count of failing to provide shade and was sentenced to 40 hours of community service, three years of probation, and a $370 fine. A second supervisor pleaded guilty to a felony count of failing to follow safety regulations resulting in death and was sentenced to 480 hours of community service, five years of probation, and a $1,000 fine.

The difference in accountability for their deaths is profound. Apart from the paucity of public outrage, the lack of legal accountability for the conditions that led to Worker B’s death is shocking. First, if Worker B had been an animal like Worker A, the parties responsible for her death would have had to make restitution for her market value. Second, it is very likely that serious efforts would have been undertaken to implement comprehensive strategies for the prevention of similar tragedies in the future, as it was in the case of Worker A.

But most importantly, had Worker B been an animal instead of a migrant farmworker, those responsible for her death would have been legally accountable for their negligence even before there was a death to show for it. The two supervisors responsible for Worker B’s death were only found criminally liable by reason of her death. In contrast, Worker A’s handler potentially could have been held criminally liable under three separate state criminal statutes governing the neglect, endangerment, or failure to care for animals even if Worker A hadn’t died, and would have faced a maximum sentence of six months of jail time and a fine of $1,000 for each violation.

Sadly, Worker B’s death is not all that unusual in the U.S. Farm work is our second most dangerous occupation. Workers employed in the crop production (and support activities for crop production) sectors accounted for 67 percent of the 423 laborer deaths from environmental exposure that were reported between 1992 and 2006. And yet farmworkers remain routinely excluded from federal employment protections, whether explicitly through statutory language or implicitly through inadequate government enforcement. Further, they continue to be subjected to the horrible work conditions and abusive employment practices that earn them the dubious distinction of being among the lowest paid and most exploited workers in our economy.

The grim situation for farmworkers, most of whom are undocumented, is only exacerbated by the deep-rooted societal animus towards them that stems from the widespread public disapproval of illegal immigration.

What can we do? This article considers a possible solution: expanding existing animal cruelty statutes to provide core human rights to migrant farmworkers working in the U.S. Moreover, I propose to do so without enacting completely new legislation, through the legislative or judicial expansion of the definition of “animal” to include human beings.
This proposal for expanding existing animal cruelty statutes to provide human rights to migrant farmworkers faces a number of obstacles, especially the fact that many animal cruelty statutes specifically exclude human beings from their coverage. This is typically achieved through the inclusion of terms such as “dumb animals” in their definition. But the ultimate goal in making these comparisons is not so much to win cases, as it is to change the terms of the discussion. We are in an era in which migrant farmworkers, particularly those who are unauthorized workers, have become a new form of “homo sacer,” a person who has no rights that employers are bound to respect. If meaningful reform is to be achieved, we must start with the very basic task of reaffirming our shared humanity with these workers—which we can do by contrasting their treatment with the way we treat animals. If letting a worker such as Worker B die for lack of shade and water is not enough to provoke a meaningful change in the law, or more than a token punishment for those responsible, then the point must be driven home by other means—even if the comparison between dogs and human beings may seem outlandish.

There is another reason to pursue this connection between the welfare of workers and of animals: in addition to extending the hard-won protections that currently exist for animals to equally vulnerable workers, we can also “humanize” the dialogue about animal rights, to support the growing awareness that “human oppression of other animals…is profoundly and permanently entwined with human oppression of other humans.” This is, of course, a moral, rather than narrowly legal, proposition. In the words of the late activist, César Chávez: “Kindness and compassion towards all living things is a mark of a civilized society.” Establishing the value of all living beings and our inter-dependence is a step toward recovering our own humanity, as well as reaffirming that of farmworkers, which is the heart of this case study comparison.

II. Migrant farmworkers are denied international standards of protection, as farmworkers and as migrants

Proponents of the status quo claim that U.S. labor laws already function well. Indeed, the official line is that the annual number of worker deaths is declining as a result of the initiatives and programs implemented by the government and that the annual number of workplace illnesses and injuries is likewise on a steady decline. But when domestic labor is viewed through the lens of international standards, which link labor rights with human rights, it becomes apparent that “the self-image of the United States as a beacon for human rights flickers darkly when it comes to workers’ rights.”

U.S. labor laws have helped create a huge marginal underclass, disproportionately made up of domestic and migrant workers, who are systemically denied any protection or benefit from those laws. The perception that migrant farmworkers in particular are “disposable workers” has relegated them to being members of “homo sacer”—a class of human beings who are consigned
to “zones of exemption” from labor laws. They continue to be excluded from legal protections and reduced to the margins on two separate grounds: (1) their status as farmworkers denies them the basic right to organize and (2) their status as migrants subjects them to officially sanctioned discrimination. Those shortcomings directly conflict with the internationally established recognition, based on the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) unanimously adopted by members of the United Nations on December 10, 1948, that human rights are universal and indivisible, and that all workers are guaranteed core rights regardless of their employment or immigration status.

A. Farmworkers in the U.S. are legally denied the basic right to organize

While “[f]reedom of association is the bedrock workers’ right under international law on which all other labor rights rest,” that right is not extended to every worker in the U.S. On the contrary, even though the U.S. ratified the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR, 1966) in 1992, most farmworkers in the U.S. are expressly denied the right to unionize by exclusion from coverage under the National Labor Relations Act. U.S. law, both state and federal, not only falls short of, but contradicts, the more inclusive international standards set out in such human rights instruments as the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR, 1966), and the International Labor Organization Convention No. 87, which all recognize that “everyone,” or every “worker,” has the right to form and join trade unions for the preservation of their interests.

Many of the challenges farmworkers face today are tied to the fact that the eligibility for protection under domestic labor laws, including the right to form and join trade unions, depends on “employee” status. Based on “the fiction… that [they were] not really employees in the industrial sense,” farmworkers have been expressly excluded from the National Labor Relations Act from its inception. Farmworkers continue to be excluded from NLRA protections even though large-scale corporate farming has mostly edged out the “hired hand” model of farm labor prevalent in the 1930s at the dawn of the NLRA. Consequently, approximately 75 percent of the agricultural workers in the U.S. today remain without collective bargaining rights, even with nine individual states recognize some form of collective bargaining rights for them.

It is important to keep in mind that “the right to organize does not exist in a vacuum;” rather “[workers] organize for a purpose.” According to the results of a 2006 government survey, the number one reason why workers elect to form a union and collectively bargain is for occupational safety and health, and not for wages or benefits. That is precisely why denial of the right to organize is a critical issue for farmworkers. The inability to organize leaves them virtually powerless to raise health and safety concerns, even
those conferred by the Occupational Safety and Health Act and its state law counterparts because they have no effective protection against retaliation for asserting those rights.\textsuperscript{58}

Laws such as the Occupational Safety and Health Act theoretically protect the occupational health and safety of migrant farmworkers without regard to their immigration status.\textsuperscript{59} OSHA provides that farms employing eleven or more workers engaged in agricultural activities or operations performed by hand or with hand tools are required to provide drinking water, hand-washing facilities, and toilets at no cost to the farmworker.\textsuperscript{60} Employers are further required to allow their employees reasonable opportunities to avail themselves of those facilities and water.\textsuperscript{61} However, deplorable work conditions persist due to inadequate enforcement of such regulations.\textsuperscript{62}

The fact that OSHA and its state law counterparts are alarmingly underfunded\textsuperscript{63} and understaffed by international standards is underscored when the actual number of OSHA inspectors is compared to the target number of inspectors for industrialized economies established by the ILO.\textsuperscript{64} The ILO template calls for one inspector for every 10,000 workers, but there is by one count only one OSHA inspector for every 63,913 workers in the U.S.\textsuperscript{65} To put those numbers into perspective, an inspection of each workplace will occur once every 24 years in Oregon, and once every 228 years in Florida, at the current OSHA rate of inspection.\textsuperscript{66} According to the AFL-CIO, OSHA has never had more than 2,000 inspectors for six million sites, and would only be able to inspect each American workplace that falls within its jurisdiction once each century.\textsuperscript{67}

Getting an OSHA inspector on site would, moreover, only be half the battle. On the rare occasions when OSHA inspectors do inspect work sites and assess fines for violations of health and safety infractions, an elaborate appeals process almost guarantees that fines will be lowered and citations consolidated.\textsuperscript{68} As a matter of fact, it has been calculated that the top twenty-five OSHA fines of all time have been discounted by an average of 57 percent as a result of the appeals process.\textsuperscript{69} This general tendency to reduce civil liability once assessed effectively renders OSHA toothless, and only serves to encourage noncompliance with its regulations by employers.

Since farmworkers do not have the federal right to engage in “concerted activities” for “mutual aid or protection” without NLRA coverage, they are powerless to challenge their workplace conditions. As a result, migrant farmworkers remain the lowest paid and most heavily exploited workers in our economy.

\textbf{B. Officially sanctioned immigration-based discrimination in the U.S.}

The U.S. consistently falls short of international standards when it comes to discrimination against migrant farmworkers based on their immigration
status. International migrants comprise a substantial portion of the world’s population today: nearly 200 million people permanently or temporarily live outside their country of origin, and the United States is home to approximately 20 percent of that total number.\textsuperscript{70} And while a report by the U.S. Department of Agriculture estimates that 52 percent of all farmworkers in the U.S. are undocumented,\textsuperscript{71} information provided by farmworker advocates indicates that the actual percentage is closer to somewhere between 70 and 90 percent.\textsuperscript{72} In order to address this substantial segment of the world’s population, the ILO has twice issued conventions, first in 1949, and a second time in 1975,\textsuperscript{73} calling for the promotion of equal opportunity and treatment for migrant workers. Yet, the U.S. has failed to ratify any conventions pertaining to migrant workers. Rather, in defiance of those international calls for equality, unauthorized\textsuperscript{74} immigrant workers in the U.S. are routinely discriminated against, and face both remedies exclusions\textsuperscript{75} and possible criminal prosecution, specifically because of their immigration status.\textsuperscript{76}

Anti-union discrimination against unauthorized workers was rampant before the seminal case of \textit{Hoffman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. NLRB},\textsuperscript{77} but the Supreme Court’s 2002 decision officially sanctioned the practice by denying any meaningful remedy to the victims of anti-union retaliation.\textsuperscript{78} Since the \textit{Hoffman} decision, unauthorized workers are no longer entitled (as their authorized co-workers are) to the vital remedy of back pay, even if they are terminated in retaliation for having engaged in protected practices.\textsuperscript{79} In essence, the decision issued employers a de facto “invitation to ignore the law.”\textsuperscript{80}

To make matters worse, the fallout from \textit{Hoffman} has not been confined to situations involving the NLRA, but has contributed to the erosion of other rights of unauthorized workers.\textsuperscript{81} Both the Inter-American Court of Human Rights (IACHR)\textsuperscript{82} and the ILO Committee on Freedom of Association\textsuperscript{83} have independently condemned the \textit{Hoffman} doctrine for violating workers’ rights based on their migrant status.\textsuperscript{84}

Moreover, the government’s “enforcement only” approach,\textsuperscript{85} which prosecutes and often criminalizes the migrant employee instead of the employer, further discriminates against migrants. While it is illegal for an employer to “knowingly” hire foreigners who lack proper documentation,\textsuperscript{86} “few employers have been prosecuted, much less sanctioned, for doing so.”\textsuperscript{87} An infamous May 2008 Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) raid in Postville, Iowa that resulted in the arrest of 600 workers, illustrates this dynamic: 306 of those workers subsequently faced criminal charges for working with false papers, including Social Security fraud and identity theft.\textsuperscript{88} In contrast, while charges were subsequently brought against the senior managers and owners for labor violations, no charges for immigration violations were ever brought against them.\textsuperscript{89} Ironically enough, ICE cited numerous health and safety and wage-and-hour violations (uncovered through investigations by at least three state
and federal labor agencies) in their warrant application for the raid as evidence of the strong possibility that unauthorized workers would be found on-site.\textsuperscript{90}

III. Non-human animals currently have greater legal protection than migrant farmworkers

With neither “meaningful bargaining leverage nor the right to refuse unsafe work when hazards present themselves,”\textsuperscript{91} migrant farmworkers are, as stated above, homo sacer, “beings of an inferior order . . . who ha[ve] no rights which [society] [i]s bound to respect,”\textsuperscript{92} and are consigned to zones of exemption from the law. They are worse off than animals because animals currently have the benefit of greater legal protection. In stark contrast to the dearth of legal remedies available to migrant farmworkers, every single state in the U.S. has enacted anti-cruelty statutes for animals.\textsuperscript{93} Acts of cruelty may be deemed an infraction, misdemeanor, or a felony, depending on the individual facts of the case.\textsuperscript{94} It goes without saying that animals should be protected by the law from abuse and cruelty. However, drawing attention to the disparity between the law’s solicitude for animals and its disregard for the lives and health of migrant farmworkers may help bring about a “transformation of our thinking about the nature of industrial accidents and deaths’ in which workplace deaths are seen as preventable and predictable events, rather than unpredictable accidents.”\textsuperscript{95}

A. Comprehensive legal protection for non-human animals

Though there are significant differences among the states, there are also many similarities.\textsuperscript{96} The various state statutes generally provide basic prohibitions against abuse, cruelty, neglect and sexual assault.\textsuperscript{97} They also typically contain provisions mandating community service, counseling, cross-reporting of known or suspected child abuse, forfeiture of rights in the animal victims, penalties, restitution, seizure, and veterinarian reporting of suspected or known animal cruelty.\textsuperscript{98}

The Animal Legal Defense Fund (ALDF) periodically conducts empirical research and compiles their findings into rankings\textsuperscript{99} that rate the overall strength and comprehensiveness of the various states’ animal anti-cruelty legislation. According to their results in 2010, the five states with the best animal protection statutes are: (1) Illinois (2) Maine (3) Michigan (4) Oregon and (5) California. Conversely, the worst five states are: (1) Iowa (2) Mississippi (3) Idaho (4) North Dakota and (5) Kentucky.

The animal anti-cruelty provisions that are especially relevant for migrant farmworkers are the provisions (1) mandating a minimum duty of care and (2) establishing law enforcement policies. First, state anti-cruelty statutes have established criminal penalties\textsuperscript{100} for “intentionally” or “knowingly” failing to provide minimum care to an animal, such as water, food, shelter and veterinary care.\textsuperscript{101} Second, some states have also granted varying powers of investigation, arrest, or use of reasonable force necessary to appointed agents to help enforce their animal anti-cruelty statutes. These animal anti-cruelty provisions,
especially those concerning law enforcement provisions, would be a substantial improvement over the existing but largely unenforced standards that have allowed the deplorable conditions faced by migrant farmworkers to persist.

B. But what exactly is an animal?

Each state commonly provides a definition of “animal” for the purposes of its anti-cruelty statutes, which differs vastly from state to state. Unfortunately, the definitions leave much room for interpretation. Some statutes have no express definition. In other instances, even when terms are defined, the same species of animal may be defined in different terms in different statutes within the same state.

In Arizona, animal “means a mammal, bird, reptile or amphibian.” In Delaware, the definition only specifies that it “shall not include fish, crustacea or molluska.” New Jersey gives no definition, but the text of the state’s anti-cruelty statute refers to “a living animal or creature.” South Carolina likewise gives no definition, but its statutory section concerning the mistreatment of animals specifies that it does not apply to “fowl.” In Michigan, animal means “any vertebrate other than a human being.” In California, animal “includes every dumb creature.” The various states make further distinctions between “domestic” and “companion” animals versus “livestock,” and those definitions can be similarly nebulous.

Consulting a dictionary is of little help in resolving any ambiguities, and may add to the confusion, as the definitions given for the word “animal” contradict each other:

1) any of a kingdom (Animalia) of living things including many-celled organisms and often many of the single-celled ones (as protozoans) that typically differ from plants in having cells without cellulose walls, in lacking chlorophyll and the capacity for photosynthesis, in requiring more complex food materials (as proteins), in being organized to a greater degree of complexity, and in having the capacity for spontaneous movement and rapid motor responses to stimulation; (2) one of the lower animals as distinguished from human beings; mammal; broadly: vertebrate; (3) a human being considered chiefly as physical or nonrational; also, this nature; (4) a person with a particular interest or aptitude; or (5) matter; thing; also: creature.

C. Are migrant farmworkers “animals”?

The definition of the term “animal” is often up for debate, and that the question of whether a particular animal falls within the purview of a given statute has frequently been subject to judicial interpretation. Could the courts interpret the word “animal” as used in anti-cruelty statutes to include human beings—and thereby extend their protections for migrant farmworkers, particularly since traditional labor protections have been stubbornly denied to a vulnerable yet inherently deserving class of people?

Migrant farmworkers, like all humans, qualify as animals under the most general meaning of the word: they belong to the kingdom Animalia. And a case
could be made that since they are denied an independent collective voice that is in compliance with international standards, they are effectively rendered “dumb” by the law only. Thus, migrant farmworkers should be permitted access to the same statutory protections available to animals under existing anti-cruelty statutes that they are denied as human beings.

This proposed statutory construction treating farmworkers as animals for the purposes of extending otherwise denied protections is not as far-fetched as it may seem. In fact, historical precedent for such an intersection between animal and human activism was first established in 1874, when the principles of animal activism were used as a model to obtain protection for a nine-year old girl who had been repeatedly beaten, cut, and burned by her foster mother for a period of more than seven years. The American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children (ASPCC) was founded shortly thereafter.

The intersection between animal and child anti-cruelty statutes has been reaffirmed more recently as well. Courts have analogized terms such as “cruelty” and “neglect” as they are used in the animal law context with their meaning in contemporary child abuse statutes. And when animal rights activists were campaigning for Proposition 2, the Prevention of Farm Animal Cruelty Act, in 2008, United Farm Workers supported their efforts. The two issues are more deeply related than they might first appear. All living beings deserve protection from cruelty and abuse.

IV. Illustrative examples of how animal anti-cruelty statutes should be expanded to include human workers

Because it is not possible to cover all 50 states within the constraints of this article, this article focuses on the three states of California, Florida, and North Carolina to illustrate how various existing animal anti-cruelty statutes might be modified to provide human rights for migrant farmworkers in light of existing labor law shortcomings. These three particular states were selected because a disproportionate number of deaths from environmental exposure occurred among crop workers in them between 1992–2006. Out of 21 states reporting 68 heat-related deaths during that time, these three states accounted for 57 percent of the total, with North Carolina having the highest annualized rate.

A. California

Agriculture is a huge industry in California. California was the number one state in the U.S. for cash farm receipts in 2011, and accounted for 15 percent of the national total. The state’s cornucopia consists of more than 400 different commodities that constitute nearly half of all the fruits, nuts, and vegetables that are grown in the country.

Unfortunately, migrant farmworkers do not partake of that bounty. For example, even after California adopted its Heat Illness Prevention Regulation for humans in 2005, at least 28 farm workers have died of potentially
heat-related causes. The inadequacy of Cal/OSHA enforcement efforts was confirmed by a press release issued by the agency itself, which revealed estimates that one out of four employers fail to comply with heat illness prevention regulation. That would mean that more than 156,000 farmworkers on at least 8,400 farms are at risk.

Yet, California has one of the most comprehensive animal anti-cruelty statutes in the country, and is ranked in the top tier (coming in at 5 out of 50 in the 2010 ALDF State Animal Protection Laws Rankings). This is startling when compared to the inadequate protections offered to the migrant farmworkers within its borders. California animal anti-cruelty statutes provide general prohibitions against (1) poisoning animals (2) maliciously and intentionally injuring or killing a non-threatened or non-endangered animal (3) general cruelty and neglect (4) maliciously and intentionally injuring or killing a threatened or endangered animal (5) cruelty to animals being transported (6) abandonment or neglect of animals (7) abandonment of domestic animals (8) animal confinement (9) failure to care for animals and (10) animal endangerment. Most violations of these statutes are classified as misdemeanors, but depending on the circumstances of the case, a violation of (2), (3), or (4) above could be ruled as either a misdemeanor or felony. If it qualifies as a felony, the maximum penalty would be three years in prison and/or a $20,000 fine. If it qualifies as a misdemeanor, the maximum penalty would be one year in jail and/or a $20,000 fine. All other violations would count as a misdemeanor, with a maximum penalty of six months in jail and/or a $1,000 fine.

The specific statutes governing general cruelty and neglect or abandonment of animals, failure to care for animals, and animal endangerment are the most pertinent for the migrant farmworkers in the state, as the failure to provide workers with water and shade would be treated as a crime. The prospect of facing a criminal record, even if it is an only a misdemeanor, is certainly more of a deterrent than barely enforced regulation backed only by fines.

In addition, the state gives “authorized humane agents” the power to “make arrests, serve search warrants, carry firearms, and use reasonable force necessary to prevent the perpetration of cruelty to animals.” Authorized humane agents could give a much-needed boost to the ineffectual Cal/OSHA enforcement efforts currently in place.

The definition of an “animal” for the purposes of these statutes is: “every dumb creature,” including “[e]ndangered or threatened species, protected birds, mammals, reptiles, amphibians, fish.” The definition does not expressly exclude human beings.

Expanding that definition to cover migrant farmworkers, who are doubly disenfranchised because of their alienage and immigration status, would be difficult. California courts frequently start and stop their analysis with the plain meaning of the statute, which almost certainly forecloses this expansion of
the definition to humans. A court will need to look past precedent to read the statute expansively enough to cover farmworkers.

B. Florida

Agriculture is also big business in Florida. Its industry is second only to that of California. Florida produces three-fourths of the annual citrus crop of the U.S. It leads the world grapefruit production. The top ten vegetable growers in the southeastern United States in 2000 were based in the state. “Yet behind the sunny image of Florida’s No. 2 industry, abuse abounds, and it is not limited to one rough boss, or one patch of hard-luck laborers.” Work and housing conditions and wages are so inhumane that it has been noted “that the only people who are going to do farm work are undocumented aliens or crack addicts.” Moreover, the agricultural labor market is increasingly built on layers of contracting and subcontracting systems, therefore, growers escape liability by using the services of labor contractors (commonly referred to as crew leaders) that supply workers and then claim that they are not the true employers. Such contractors traffic in farm labor, and typically disappear when legal proceedings are brought against them. Florida is home to more labor contractors than any other state in the nation.

Florida’s anti-animal cruelty statutes are not as comprehensive as those of California, but they are still ranked in the middle tier in the 2010 State Animal Protection Laws Rankings. Florida’s animal-related criminal statutes provide (1) general prohibitions against leaving poison on the property belonging to another, which is classified as a first-degree misdemeanor with a maximum penalty of one year imprisonment and/or a $5,000 fine (2) cruelty to animals, which is normally classified as a first-degree misdemeanor and if the cruelty results in death or excessive suffering, it can be classified as a third degree felony, which would result in five years imprisonment and/or a $10,000 fine and (3) the confinement/abandonment of animals, which is classified as a first degree misdemeanor with a maximum penalty of one year imprisonment and/or a $5,000 fine. The most relevant provision that would be applicable to farmworkers is the prohibition against cruelty to animals. In addition, there are two pertinent provisions concerning law enforcement policies that may be helpful for migrant farmworkers. First, appointed agents are allowed to investigate violations. Second, a sheriff or peace officer is permitted to make an arrest without a warrant and detain someone committing cruelty to animals, until the proper warrant is obtained. These law enforcement provisions would enable both the detention of farm contractors and subsequent investigations of the abuses experienced by the farmworkers.

Unfortunately, Florida precedent weighs against application of these statutes, which define animals covered under the statutes as “every living dumb creature,” to undocumented workers. Expanding the definition of “dumb
creature” will require either reversal of the interpretation repeated by the Florida courts or an amendment of the statute.

C. North Carolina

“North Carolina’s leading industry is agriculture, yet farmworkers are among the most underserved residents in the state.” To take one example: typically they are paid 40 cents per bucket (5/8 bushel) for harvesting sweet potatoes. Therefore farmworkers must pick and haul two tons of sweet potatoes to earn $50. At least one in four farmworkers reports having been injured on the job in his or her lifetime, and the fatality rate for farmworkers in North Carolina is higher than the national average.

Fortunately for the animals in North Carolina, they are entitled to more protections, although the state is also ranked in the middle tier in the 2010 State Animal Protection Laws Rankings. State criminal animal anti-cruelty statutes prohibit cruelty to animals, a Class 1 misdemeanor with a maximum penalty of 45 days imprisonment and/or fine at the court’s discretion; intentional deprivation of necessary sustenance, a Class H felony with a maximum penalty of six months imprisonment and/or fine at the discretion of the court; maliciously torturing, mutilating, cruelly injuring, or killing an animal, a Class H felony with a maximum penalty of six months imprisonment and/or fine at the discretion of the court; instigation or promoting cruelty to animals, a Class 1 misdemeanor with a maximum penalty of 45 days imprisonment and/or fine at the court’s discretion; abandonment of animals, a Class 2 misdemeanor with a maximum penalty of 30 days imprisonment and/or $1,000 fine; and conveying animals in a cruel manner, a Class 1 misdemeanor with a maximum penalty of 45 days imprisonment and/or fine at the court’s discretion.

Several of these North Carolina statutes could be used for the benefit of migrant farmworkers: those concerning cruelty to animals, intentional deprivation of necessary sustenance, and instigation or promoting cruelty to animals. The state’s comprehensive law enforcement policies would also provide further benefits for migrant farmworkers.

The first two are self-explanatory, and could be used to prosecute employers who fail to provide the minimum workplace health and safety requirements, such as water, shade, and sanitary facilities. The third provision, instigation or promoting cruelty to animals, would be particularly beneficial in the migrant farmworker context, because it could be used to prosecute violations of workers’ rights arising from the labor contracting system.

The growers themselves typically escape any liability for any farmworker injury because the use of a labor contractor relieves them of employer status. The statute criminalizing the instigation or promotion of cruelty to animals could be used to “pierce the veil” and hold the growers themselves accountable because they are the ones that have arguably instigated—or set
off—the entire chain of events that results in cruelty toward the farmworkers by soliciting the contractors, even if they do not technically directly “employ” the migrant farmworkers.\footnote{172}

In addition, the comprehensive law enforcement policies enacted by North Carolina to help enforce the anti-cruelty statutes would provide additional protection for migrant farmworkers. Specific provisions provide for the appointment of animal cruelty investigators\footnote{173} and the requisite training required for the position.\footnote{174} State animal cruelty investigators are also permitted to request the assistance of a law enforcement or animal control officer to seize cruelly treated animals,\footnote{175} and similarly, interference with an animal cruelty investigator is classified as a Class I misdemeanor.\footnote{176} By extending animal anti-cruelty statutes to protect migrant farmworkers, investigators would be able to intervene and enforce the anti-cruelty statutes to ensure that the farmworkers are not intentionally deprived of necessary sustenance, such as potable drinking water, and shade.

But this cannot happen under North Carolina’s current statutes, which define “animal” to include “every living vertebrate in the classes Amphibia, Reptilia, Aves and Mammalia except human beings.”\footnote{177} The immediate prospects for amending the law are not favorable, as the current legislature has shown no disposition to advance rights in general (as shown by the recent rollback in voting and teachers’ rights), let alone farmworkers’ rights. As with the California and Florida examples, statute expansion would be a difficult effort but worth considering in terms of imaginative approaches around existing labor law frameworks.

V. Conclusion

This proposal to extend existing animal cruelty statutes to provide human rights to migrant farmworkers may ultimately prove to be impractical, but we must start somewhere. In those states where it may be possible to obtain statutory protections, this comparison of human and animal rights can be used to achieve several aims: it can shock the conscience of those who treat the senseless and preventable deaths of Worker B and many others like her, as just part of doing business, and it also advances a broader vision of justice that contends that all living beings deserve protection from abuse. In those states where legislative responses are less likely, prosecutors, courts and the media must be made to acknowledge the absence of farmworker protections, then move to strengthen the laws that cover both animals and vulnerable workers.
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